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TODAY:
High: 70-75
SUn_, Low: 45.
. . ._____!!,_- SATURDAY:
Mostly sunny. High: 70s.
Low: 40-45.
SUNDAY: Mostly sunny.
High: 65. Low: 40-45.
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News
Along with other
business expansions
throughout Murray, a
new music store has
opened on Main Street.
See page

3

Oph'cl
Jennifer
Sacharnoski
believes if
certain forces
join together,
they can control campus.

Students prepare for tuition hike
•Tuition: The Board of
Regents uoted Friday to
raise in-state tuition 7.5
percent.
By Kristin Hill
Assistant News Editor

William Vaughn, a non-traditional freshman from Detroit, is
faced with the dilemma of juggling work and school to financially support himself.
This 24-year-old pays for the
majority of his education with

grants and the money he earns
from his job.
Wfhe classes I need to meet
my requ~ements are offered
during the day," Vaughn, who
intends to pursue a career in
graphics arts, said. "The higher
paying jobs are during the day,
too. So I have to either cut down
on classes or on work."
With a tuition increase,
Vaughn knows things will be
more difficult.
"It will definitely be harder
for me to go to school with the

"It would punish
students who
wanted to
graduate in four
years."
KIRKHAM,
SGA PRESIDENT

-BRANDON

tuition increase because I will
probably have to work more and
take fewer classes," he said.

CollegeL(/e
With students graduating
in December, many are
exploring options offered
by Career Services.

•Lawsuit: The National
Association of College
Stores filed suit alleging
deceptive advertising
practices by VarsityBooks.com.
By Morgan Hardy

"We are acting on behalf
of the 13 million college students and 500,000 faculty
served by college stores,"
NACS Chief Staff Officer
Brian Cartier said. "Our
members are deeply concerned that students are
being duped into believing
Assistant Sports Editor
that they're saving 40 perVarsityBooks.com, whose cent on textbooks when such
collegiate marketing cam- claims are completely false."
paign sparked a blaze of
Marc Fleischaker and
interest in online textbook Reed Freeman, two of the
sales, has come under fire NACS' legal representawith a lawsuit from the tives, said NACS will seek a
National Association of Col- preliminary
injunction,
lege Stores.
which would halt deceptive
The NAGS, a group of marketing practices by Varmore than 3,000 college ven- sityBooks.com. The online
dors including both the Uni- bookseller has until Nov. 20
versity Bookstore and to respond to the lawsuit.
Bradley Book Company,
"NACS is entitled to ask
filed suit last Friday in the the judge for relief to make
U.S. District Court for the VarsityBooks.com
stop
District of Columbia. The deceptive action," Freeman
suit
alleges said. "There will be a hearVarsityBooks.com falsely ing for determining prelimiadvertised the 40 percent nary injunctive relief. NACS
discount which is the cor- is actively investigating if
nerstone of its marketing action against other online
textbook sellers is appropricampaign.
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Sports
The Murray State Racers
football team will attempt
to put the second piece
of the "pigskin puzzle" in
place Saturday against
Eastern Kentucky.

Seepage
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laura DPaton/The News

A student walks around the northwest end of the Curris Center
Wednesday afternoon.

Check out both of these
online exclusives at
www.thenews.org/online.
htm.

ate."
Fleischaker said they
hope this suit will "persuade
others making claims which
cannot be substantiated to
reconsider their advertising
and we will continue to
review such advertising and
evaluate its truthfulness.
"Our lawsuit is in no way
designed to inhibit on-line
sales," he said. "It is to
make sure that on-line sellers not mislead students,
just as they could not do if
they were selling in brick
and mortar stores."
Judi Garshoni, communi·
cations director for VarsityBooks.com, disputes the
claims the NACS makes
against the bookseller.
"In our opinion, the lawsuit that has been filed is
completely without merit,"
Garshoni said. "VarsityBooks.com was created to
give college students a
choice when they buy their
books and that choice, when
PLEASE SEE LAWSUJT/17

•

Regents residents rece1ve
more than typical serv1ces
•

By Stevie Lowery

$20,000 loss does not

discourage SGA
Associate Editor

Also, check out our
review of the Brad Pitt
release "Fight Club."

PLEASE SEEBOR/17

Contributing Writer

•MTV: The Student Government
Association is looking beyond
dollar signs in its evaluation of
last week's campus invasion.
By Jason Yates
Sports editor Jason
Billingsley files a report
on the long awaited
PlayStation 2 which
promises to offer faster
load times and DVD
capabilities.

state tution is $1,010 and
$3,030, respectively. It will
increase to $1,086 and $3,258.
the next academic year. For the
2001-02 academic year the
rates will be $1,167 and $3,501.
The state is increasing funding it provides the University
by 2.4 percent, which is not
enough to meet the budget:
needs of the administration;
faculty and students, Alexander
said. The state increase was
confirmed since the Board's last

VarsityBooks.corn faces
lawsuit from bool{sellers

Marching on

Seepage 5

Seepage

Other students will be faced
with the same difficulties in
upcoming academic years.
The Board of Regents
approved University President
Kern Alexander's recommendation to increase tuition by 7.5
percent for the 2000-01 and
2001-02 academic years. Student Government Association
President Brandon Kirkham
was the only regent to vote
against the tuition increase at a
special meeting last Friday.
Currently in-state and out-of-

The invasion has come and gone,
but the question remains: How successful was MTV's Campus Invasion
Tour at Murray State?
From a financial standpoint, the
Oct. 27 one-day event left much to be
desired. Numbers are not final, but
the Student Government Association
estimates the event lost more than
$20,000. However, SGA President
Brandon Kirkham said he has no
regrets about bringing MTV to Mur·
ray.
.
"We had a lot of student participation during the event," Kirkham said.
"Most people do not see losing money
as a success, but in this case, we do."
SGA sold a total of 2, 756 tickets for
the Garbage and Lit concert, which
concluded the day's festivities. From
the total, students bought 1,060 tickets at $10 each and the general public
bought 1,696 tickets at $15. The combined revenue generated from ticket
PLEASE SEE SGA/17

Ticket Price Comparison
~

Oct. 20
;$1udent:
Oct. 22
student

University of Denver
$25 general public: $28
~
Western lllinoi\ Univc:,..,ity
$18 general public: $21
~ Ocl. 23 University of Chicago
$ludent $18 general public: $25
~ Oct. 24 Central Mmouri State
student. $14 general public: $20
• Oct. 25 Indiana State Unive~ity
all: $22
~ Oct. 27
Murray Stale University
student: $1 0 general public: $15
~ Oct. 28 Mal"'>hall University
student: $15 general public: $20
~ Oct 29 Lehigh Univcro;ity
$ludent: $19 general public: $26.50
~Oct. 30 S.U.N Y. at Delphi
student: $20 general public: $24
~ Nov. 2 Indiana Univer;ity of Penn
student: $16 general public: $20
., Nov. 3 Syracw.c
student; S 10 general public: $ 18
~ Nov. 4 Univcn;ity of Delaware
student: $19.50 general publtc: $28
~ Nov 5 S.U.N.Y. at Binghamton
~tudent: $20 ~nero! pu.blic: $22
Brian Howellirf1e News
'

Source: mtv.com

~---------------------------------~

Dorothy Harpole, the building service
technician at Regents College, takes her
lunch break in a closet.
She's eaten her lunch in that same closet
for almost five years. The closet isn't too
small and it has a refrigerator and a
microwave, all the essentials for a warm or
cold lunch. The reason she has to eat in the
closet is because in the past students have
reported the 'service technicians for sitting
down on the job.
"We go hide so people can't see us," Harpole said.
Dorothy doesn't mind though. She loves
her job.
"I'm just a happy person," Harpole said. "I
do it for the students. If I could get all the
students together and hug them, I would do
it."
Harpole has worked for Murray State
University for five and a half years. Almost
four of those years have been spent working
in Regents College, which she said is her
favorite building.
Josh Haines, Regents College residence
director, said Harpole is different than the
other service technicians on campus.
"She really cares," Haines said. "I've seen
janitors in other buildings that do their jobs
and just leave. You don't really get to know
them, but Dorothy takes time to get to know
everyone. I mean, this is not just her job, it
is part of her life. That's what makes her so
special."
In fact, because of Harpole's hard work
and positive attitude, the students nominated her for the Staff Excellence Award in
1997. She's also been awarded the Spotlight
of the Month in January 1998 from the

Ryan Brooks/The News

Dorothy Harpole has brought much Joy to
the lives of Regents residents.
National Residence Hall Honorary and has
received a certificate of nomination for the
Angel Award for service to the Murray
State Housing Department in May 1998.
Also, she was named the 1999-2000 Outstanding Faculty or Staff Member for
Regents College. She was chosen out of
about 100 faculty and staff members.
Moreover, about two years ago Ted Marras, a junior from New York and a member
of the Regents College Council, decided to
declare the Monday after Easter as
PLEASE SEE HARPoL£117

New-s
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~NewsBriejs
LBL prohibits
a~tivity for season
Nine wildlife refuges in
Land Between the Lands
are closed to hunting,
fishing, boating and other
activities. They will be
closed until March IS.
'
These yearly closings
provide undisturbed resting and feeding areas for
waterfowl, shorebirds and
eagfes. To be effective,
human activity must be
minimized while migratory birds are present.
The wildlife refuges
include portions of Duncan Bay, Smith Bay and
Rushing Bay on Kentucky
Lake; Fulton and Honker
bar,s on Lake Barkley; and
Long Creek Refuge on the
back of Elbow Bay.
More information is
available on the Internet
at www.lbl.org or by
phoning (270) 924-2065.
F~rum

will discuss

med ia coverage ,
higher education
'~Issues

in Media Coverage in Higher Education" is
the topic of a public forum
on Thursday~
Angie Muhs will be the
visiting journalist. She is
the government editor at
"l':he Lexington HeraldLeader."
Other members of the
panel wilL be WPSD-TV
Cfiannel 6·1'NeWs· Directo·r ·
·
• ·
:.JY. .,.;,_1 I h
, •.,,
Bill Evans ano " , ue PiC:tll<:.. ,
ah Sun" Executive Editor
JSarl Harrison.
: Provost Gary Brockway
~d and Faculty Senate
P-resident
Bill Call will also
.~
~ part of the forum.
r
:-}he forum begins at 7
p.m. in the Curris Center
fiarkley Room.
~·

¢lass registratio n
ljegins t oday
: ~dvance scheduling
~gins today for graduate
apd irregular students via
Racer
.. Touch.
: Seniors are scheduled
.
tp reg1ster Monday and
"'€esday. Wednesday and
~hursday are the days
~en juniors can register.
~niors and juniors who
~ve not declared a major
~y not pre-schedule
without special permission from the Admissions
a!'d Registrar's office.
:Sophomores can registtr for classes Friday, Nov.
I~; Monday, Nov. I 5; and
lijesday, Nov. 16.
. freshmen, visiting stud~nts and non-degree stu~!nts may register for
disses Wednesday, Nov.
1:? through Friday, Nov.
1~.
;~tudents can register
a1ter their assigned time,
~~t not before the time
ct~signated for their classif~ation and last name. See
sering class bulletin for
s~ecific times.

.-

...

l!Tie(s compiled by Kristin
ffi!l, assistant news editor.
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Hart fitness center complements Curris Center
•Fitness: The Hart College fitness
center will be 2,100 square feet,
compared to 5, 000 square feet in
the Curris Center fitness center.
By Hayley Cockerton
Contributing Writer
Renovations will begin in December
to trans form the old Hart Coffee House
into the second of two planned fitness
centers for Murray State students.
Corky Broughton, Hart College faculty head, said the idea of the fitness cen-

ter was first developed two years ago,
but lack of funds put the project on hold.
Now, with available funds, University
President Kern Alexander reinitiatcd
the project .
"Everyone
is
really excited,"
Broughton said.
The new fitness center will be smaller
than the fitness center under construct ion in the Curris Center game room.
The Hart center will be 2,100 square
feet , compared to 5,000 square feet in
the Curris Center.
Bids for equipment sh ould begin

Music store attracts
fans for new releases
•Music: Rage Against the
Machine sold more albums
at Terrapin Station's midnight opening than the
other new releases.
By Kyle Shadoan
Staff Writer

Fans rallied at Terrapin Station Monday at midnight for the
release of Rage Against The
Machine's new album, "The Bat tle of Los Angeles."
This is the second midnight
sale Terrapin Station has held.
The other on Sept. 20, was for
Nine Inch Nails and Tori Amos.
Along with RATM, several
other albums were released.
Among these were new albums
from the Foo Fighters, Marcy
Playground, Counting Crows,
Mariah Carey, WWF Vol. 4 ,
Danzig, DJ Spooky, Nat King
Cole, Everly Brothers, Pet Shop
Boys, Trace Adkins, Tracy Byrd,
Ty Herndon and Toby Keith.
Also released were four MTV
compilation albums and the solo
debut of Melanie C, also known
as Sporty Spice.
"Everybody was pretty excit'e d, but there was no one running around screaming or doiDg
doughnuts in the parking' lot
like last time," Broc Walker, a
Terrapin Station employee,
said. "The first 15 minutes we
were slammed."
More albums were sold at this
midnight sale because more single albums rather than double
albums were sold than last t ime.
However, Terrapin Station
made about the same amount of
money, Walker said.
Of the albums sold, customers
bought a wider variety than at
the last sale.
"Rage did out-sale everything,
but it was a more wide range
than last time," Walker said.
Alan Weixler, a junior from
Louisville, said he was at the
Terrapin Station when Rage
came out.
"All the other albums didn't

sometime in mid-December. The Hart
center officials hope to have three treadmills, an elliptical machine, a cross
tr ainer and both free and machine
weights. Two television sets will be
mounted for students' use.
Although Hart will not have room for
an aerobics floor, the Curris Center will
have lhe additional space for such a
facility. Broughton said he believes the
two fitness centers will compliment
each other.
"If the Hart center is full, then students have the option to use lhe Curris

Center facilities," he said.
Students are excited about the fitness
center.
"I am really happy about the center
because it will be easy to get to and it's
free," Nickie Williams, junior from
Chicago, said.
She said she will use the center's location and availability as initiative to
work out more.
Exercise science majors will staff both
the Hart and Curris Center facilities.
The centers will be free to students, faculty and staff with valid Racer cards.

Slap-stick ,.

..It adds a little
bit of excitement
to the hum-drum
of Murray to
have an album
release party
like you would in

an actual city."
- ALAN W EIXLER,
J UNIOR

matter," he said. "rve been waiting for three years for this
album and I wanted it as soon
as possible."
Other fans were excited about
the event, but seemed disappointed at the same time.
"I wish I had enough money
for Rage, but Foo Fighters is
definitely worth the cash,"
Aaron Brame, sophomore from
Benton, said. "Why must the
record industry release so many
albums by so many excellent
artists at once? Us poor college
students can't afford food
because mus ic is s o damn
important: Wliy' oh why can't '
tbia 1 .record industry •include ·
some"' form of sandwich With the '
album?"
While some fans were not as
distressed as others, the event
was something many communi·
ty members in Murray were
interested in.
"It adds a little bit of excitement to the hum-drum of Murray to have an album release
party like you would in an actual city," Weixler said.
Jason Pickett, senior from
Glasgow, said the event gives
people something to do.
"I just got off work at 12:30 at
Briggs and I've been waiting for
this (RATM) to come out for
awhile," he said.
Maybe Brame best stat ed
everyone's sentiments about all
the new releases Tuesday: "Why
must I be so damn poor?"

laura Deaton/The Nt•w>

Daniel Ball, junior from Murray, practices his rhythm on a drum pad in front of the
Doyle Fine Arts Complex Wednesday night.

Officers investigate assault case
•Assault: A non-stranger
sexual assault case in a
residential college room,
remams open.
Staff Report
Public Safety reported a
woman was allegedly sexually
assaulted in a residential college room last month.
The victim reported a non-

stranger
committ ed
the
assault in n residential college
room, Interim Director of Public Safety Mittie Southerland
said.
The case remains open and
under investigat ion, Southerland said.
No further information will
be released at this time.
"If it appears, based on our
investigation, that there was a

gener al threat, then we would '
have to release it anyway, but p
th ere isn't a general threat
with this case," Southerland
said.
Housing staff and Public
Safety will provide sexual
assault awareness education :
through various venues focus- ,
ing on prevention from Lhe
perspective of both potential
offenders and victims.

New site posts student grades Patton's re-election :
•Academics Spring 2000
midterm grades will be the
first available to students
online.
By Donald Lawson

Don Robertson:
The vice president of
Student Affairs said
security has to be in
place before stu~nts
can access their
grades online.

Online Editor

By mid-January 2000, students
will no longer be limited to having project has been security.
grades mailed to them and con"We wanted to wait until we
tacting Sparks Hall to get their had a secure web server," Gupton
class schedules.
said. "Data will be encrypted. It's
Starting early next semester, secure as we can make it."
students will be able to access
The mainframe itself has many
their grades and current class
levels of security, Gupton said.
schedule on the World Wide Web.
Ann Gupton, director for admin- Any attempt at unlawful access to
the mainframe is logged and
istrative computing, is helping
checked
on regularly. Gupton said
implement the program. Gupton
the
amount
of security available
said several security and techniin
the
mainframe
will also be
cal requiremen ts had to be
available
in
the
web
server. On
addressed before the service can
top
of
existing
security.
students
be made available.
accessing
the
site
will
also
have to
"This has been something the
administration and Phil Bryan submit a PIN number and pass(dean of admissions) have been word.
This will be phase one of a four
asking for," she said. "We've been
phase project to make more infor·
determining security features."
Gupton said the University's mation and services available to
new mainframe has a web server s tudents. Services availa ble in
included with it. This makes it this first phase will allow stupossible to have various informa- dents to:
tion available to students over the • View and print their class
web. The overall concern for the schedules.

• Inquire on their Accounts
Receivable.
• View and print midterm and
final grades.
• Request verification of enrollment.
Other services may be implemen ted later such as online
sch eduling, updating information
s uch as current address and
phone number, access to to transcripts or academic hislory, housing applications and financia l aid
applications and inquiries.
Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said feedback on
the proposed project has been positive.
"We're t rying to make things
more accessible to students,"
Robertson said. "Security had to
be in plact> first."
Student Government Association President Brandon Kirkham
feels this will be a valuable tool
for students.
"I thin k it's a great servtce when
information is made more readily
available," he said. "We spoke
about it in Student Senate. Everyone thought it was a good idea."
Midterm grades will be the first
grades available to students when
oper ation of the new site begins.

becomes history
•Governor:
T he
reform party nominee
received 14 percent of
the state's vote, which
is the highest th irdparty total ever in a
Kentucky gubernatorial election.
Staff Report

Gov. Paul Patton easily
won reelection Tuesday
with more than 60 percent
of the vote, becoming the
first governor in the
state's h istory to be elected
to two terms.
Patton beat republican
Peppy Martin, whose 24
percent was apparently
the lowest total ever for a
GOP candidate in a Ken·
tucky gubernatorial election , and Reform Party
nominee Gatewood Galbraith, whose 14 percent
represented the highest
total by a third-party candidate.
A recent ch ange in the
state constitution allowed

Patton to follow the state's
second governor , J ames
Garrard, as the only chief
executive to serve two
terms. Garrard won election in 1800 but was
selected by electors, not
the public, in his first win
in 1796. .
Some political analysts
questioned Patton's .claim
of a mandate. Turnout was
about 22 percent, the lowest since reliable records
have been kept.
The republicans' lack of
a well-known candidate
for the top job kept other
republicans from running
for other statewide offices
and three democrats Attorney General Ben
Chandler, Auditor Ed
Hatch and Agriculture
Commissioner Billy Ray
Smith - won reelection
with no opposition.
Treasurer
John
Kennedy Hamilton did not
seek reelection and democrat Jonathan Miller won
the office, also without
opposition.

•
:

i

•
•
•
:
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Music store offers competition
•Business: In an attempt to
respond to the growing interest in
playing music, Main Street Music
opened Monday.
By Kristin Hill

"The quality on cheaper guitars is so
good these days," he said.
DalCerro said one downfall with
music stores has typically been inconsistent hours. He is taking a break from
his job as a welder so he can be at the
store consistently until his wife learns
more about guitars. Main Street Music
is open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
-CARA WOODEN,
through Friday and 9 a.m to 3 p.m. SatJUNIOR
urday.
Greg Taylor, senior from Puryear,
tars, which are priced between $200 Tenn., has been playing guitar for twoand $500, Crate amplifiers and a vari- and-a-half years. He usually buys his
ety of electric guitars, among other instruments and accessories from cataaccessories. He plans on stocking more logs or off the Internet because he found
stringed instruments, such as man· cheaper prices there. But music stores
dolins, banjos and fiddles, once the busi- are trustworthy, Taylor said.
"Music stores are good because you
ness picks up.
Customers like Brandon Karstetter, can test things out," he said. •And you
senior from Radcliff, who has been play· can establish relationships with local
ing guitar for 18 months, understands it people you can't get from catalogs."
Cara Wooden, junior from La Grange,
is just the beginning of DalCerro's busibought
nylon strings for her classical
ness.
guitar
at
Main Street Music the first
"I think it is a good store, but it is bare
day
it
was
open. Although Wooden, who
because he has done what he could with
also
plays
violin, got her instruments
his money right away," Karstetter said.
from
people
she knows, she said she
"But he plans on getting more stuff. He
would
buy
her
accessories at a music
is getting sheet music and more instrustore.
ments. And he is expanding his guitar
Wooden talked with Rick and Marge
selection."
DalCerro
while she was looking around
DalCerro said an important thing to
on
Monday.
think about when running a business is
"I think they were very nice," she
product quality. Even though he is
said.
"It was very typical of a smallstocking lower-priced products, DalCertown
business
on Main Street.''
ro feels confident in what he is selling.

"1 think they were
very nice. It was very
typical of a smalltown business on
Main Street."

Assistant News Editor
Business in Murray is expanding not
only ~th chain stores like Lowe's Hardware, but also with specialty stores.
Because college students contribute
greatly to the economic growth of the
city, it is their interests business owners strive to appeal to.
One of the increasing interests for college students is music, especially playing the guitar.
Veteran guitar player Rick DalCerro,
who has been playing for 35 years, and
his wife, Marge, have responded to
what they think this community wants.
Their new business, Main Street
Music, located at 312 Main St., opened
Nov.1.
He said the city had only one guitar
store, Jameson's Music on Chestnut
Street, which typically stocks higherpriced guitars and accessories. One goal
of Main Street Music is to sell lowerpriced items and create local competition, DalCerro said.
"If you wanted to shop around, you
would have to go out of town," DalCerro
said.
DalCerro sells Alvarez acoustic gui-

Police/:Jeat

--

~~~~~~---------------------------

Wedn•day, Oct. 27, 1999
2:47 p.m. EMS was dispatched to Fac·
ulty Hall because a student was ill and
needed to be transported to the emer·
gency room.
3:37 p.m. A Clark College resident
requested a theft report be taken.
5:53 p.m. The Regents College residence director requested an officer
because construction workers were on
the roof without authorization. The workers left.

dent on the west side of the Applied Sci· _.
ence Building.
10:33 a.m. A student came to PubiiCJ
Safety to report a stolen wallet.
... r
3:40 p.m. There was a fight in the....
Spari<s Hall pari<ing lot. Three subjects
left the area.
• _•.
5:02 p.m. A non-Injury accident
~ .-:
occurred at the tennis courts.

..

Saturday, Oct. 30, 1999
12:18 a.m. A student was stopped ;;, ;.
the dorm circle for reckless driving. · •·-:.
5:36 a.m. A student was lodged In Cal•
loway County Jail for multiple charges.
2:17 p.m. Skateboarders on the west :.
side of Hart College were asked to : 1
leave.
·
3:08 p.m. A juvenile broke a window out ·
of Wells Hall when throwing a roc1< at a-·
squirrel.
,•
10:36 p.m. There was a noise com: .
plaint In the 600 block of College Courts. •·
The residence director said he would •
check on it.

Thursday, Oct. 28, 1999
12:35 a.m. A strange odor was on the
second floor of Elizabeth College
because a motor in the laundry room
was overheating.
3:30 a.m. A vehicle rolled into a driving
lane. The owner was contacted.
9:25 a.m. A limb was do~n c;m Broacr
Street. It was moved to a parktng lot and
grounds department was notifted.
9:35 a.m. University vehicle #917 was
hit behind Hart College.
9:50 a.m. A red Blazer was pari<ed In
the street to the west of the Baptist Stu· Sunday, Ocl 31, 18H
. ·· ,·
dent Union, causing a traffic hazard.
12:52 a.m. Fireworks were reported in
10:41 a.m. A student filed a vandalism the dorm circle.
..;J
report from Howton Agriculture Building. 8:24 a.m. A student reported a 2-year-· ' •
12:15 p.m. A student reported a window old child running across the intramural
broken out of a vehicle at Hart College. field. Social Services was notified and •
1:59 p.m. Juveniles were skateboarding went to the location. The parent was
at the Industry and Technology Building. located.
They were asked to leave.
8:12 p.m. The sound of fireworks was ,
2:42 p.m. Twenty juveniles were jumpreported at Hester College.
·
ing bikes in the Quad and were asked to
12 p.m. Pumpkins were thrown off th"e
leave.
south stairwell of Hart College.
.·
2:46 p.m. EMS was requested at Facul.
'
ty Hall because a student was having a
Monday, Nov. 1, 1999
·'
seizure. There was no transport.
12:49
p.m.
EMS
was
requested
at
WD·
'!
2:47 p.m. There was a noise complaint
son
Hall.
from Sparks Hall. A band was playing at
12:54 p.m. A hit and run accident was
Mr. Ed's Coffee Shop.
4:15 p.m. A person was reported crawl· reported by motor pool near Faciliti9s' -:•
-.
ing through the window of the old Baptist Management.
7:30
p.m.
A
caller
reported
Rainey
Tr
~·
Church building and opening the door
Wells'
statue
wearing
a
bra
•
'
·
·
for several Phi Mu Alpha members.
1
10:10 p.m. A suspicious person was
idea for students who are
4:27 p.m. A vehicle was damaged in the
reported at 15th and Olive streets.
,.
sexually active to take a free
Regents College lot.
10:46
p.m.
A
reckless
driver
was
in
the~
·
5:18p.m. A stolen bicycle was recovFranklin College pari<ing lot.
,. '!.:i
HIV test," Davis said.
ered from the stadium.
Mangrum said the on-cam9:10p.m. There was a non-injury acci•':>
pus testing has been successdent in the lower Special Education
Building parking lot.
Racer Eacorta -19
ful in drawing in more people.
9:25 p.m. There was a possible smell of Motorlata Aaalate - 13
... , ..,
''I've been having about 10
marijuana In Elizabeth College. There
people show up each time,"
was no marijuana found.
Mangrum said. "The public
10:20 p.m. A smeU of hot wires in the Crime Prevention Tip: Always lock you; '
doesn't realize that they can
laundry room on the third floor of Clari< car. One In five stolen cars was left with :
always get a free HIV test.
c_<>llege was reported. The reside~ce keys in the ignition.
:
Once there is more word of dtrec~or unpl~gged the overheatmg
washing machtne, • - .., .._ .- ·- v- • - lnforma~t for .Police Baal is. .gathered:"'f
.
mou
an.d peopIe see
t h at ttJ ll .~..u:.,.k r\. •1 ~··~ •)fit) on FlliW ' •'l •Jti j 1111 as"'
~ ...,I
·"ad b ,.,_ "
.
.
th
.
nfiA.. •..1
• ~~ .
co Pu .... IY, r nflsllo...Jrfjll, >Ji5SIStan~ ~ ~
.Jil CO W!'iJlt.\4¥,. ~·AA~ fSIJ~•J:J ' iFn;.y, Oct.la8, iftllu••" :1 ' "'" U• &Uv loJ news editor, /rafn ~rjl)ls available 1
more people will come.
. , 8:37a.m. There was a noh-initJry aOCJi.. l from the PiJb11c Safr1tY offitfl.'" tit,
: '~
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Local center offers free HIV tests
•Health: Students who
choose to take an HN
test do not need an
appointment and can
remain anonymous.
By Loree Stark
Staff Writer
The Calloway County
Health Center is offering a
service to students who are
concerned they may be
infected with a sexualJytransmitted disease.
The center will offer a free

HIV test Tuesday from 10 be her third on-site testing at
a.m. to 2 p.m., in the Curris Murray.
Center Cumberland Room.
Mangrum said she decided
Students who opt to take to offer the HIV test on camadvantage of this service pus because not many people
need no appointment. Also, were coming for the monthly
they do not have to give their testing at the health center.
Mangrum said HIV testing
names and their results will
should be readily accessible
remain confidential.
Cindy Mangrum, HIV test- to students, but Health Sering and counseling specialist vices does not offer HIV testat the center, represented ing.
Meg Davis, freshman from
the county health center at
the Curris Center during Carlisle, said HIV testing is a
testing in September and good idea.
"I think that it is a good
October, and this month will
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Alpha Gamma Delta
Would like to congratulate
their new initiates

SUMMER "Ott APPLICATIONS:·
AVAILABLE!

Carissa Ham
.Casey Jenkins
Dawn Johnson

..

REQUIREMENTS:
Allison Coffeen
Torj Dunn
Whitney, Everette
Natalie Ford
Sara Grable · ·
Kaci Greer
{

Kri.sten Watson
Emily~ite

~

t

* You must have a2.75 Cum. GPA
* ComPleted 12 hours of coursework
* ComPlete aPPlication and selectricutiori workshoP

.Julia Wilson
Ellen Yonts

We are so proud of you!
Love, your sisters

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE SCHOOL RELATIONS
OFFICE. Sth FLOOR. SPARKS HALL
lf YOU have anY questions Please calll62·2896

. ·.
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Did you vote in

Tuesday's election? Why or why
not?

•

Name:

Georgette lopez

Major:
E.lementary
Education
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Texico, Ill.

"Nope. I'm not registered
here."

Name: David
Hatcher

Major:
Accounting
•Year: Junior
I
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Participation
could help
with programs
The Student Government
Association brought the
MTV Campus Invasion
Tour to Murray State. Following the festivities,
which the SGA deemed a
success even though the
organization estimates a
$20,000 loss, it also
promised to bring more
programs to campus.

Issue:
While the MTV Campus Invasion
Tour was not a financial success, it
was successful as far as student
participation went.

Position:
The Student Government
Association should try to get
similar events here soon.

The SGA only sold 2, 756
Student
involvement
tickets to the Garbage/Lit means more than a profit
Frankfort
'
:"Yes. I know
concert in the Regional on an event. The only fail·some people back home. I
Special Events Center, a ure the invasion had was in
:wanted to be sure to vote for
facility which seats nearly ·the pocketbook. While only
;them."
three times as many peo- 2, 700 students came to the
pie. SGA officials credit the concert, more than that
'
entire day a success came to the events over at
!Name: Neville
because of student involve- Cutchin Field and enjoyed
!Palmer
ment, but they need to themselves that day.
Major: History
Year: Senior
question the success of havStudent involvement is a
Hometown:
ing a concert in the cav- step in the right direction
Eddyville
ernous
atmosphere of for these events. This is
,.. No, I just didn't -....::..-....
RSEC.
why the SGA has promised
have time."
Student
Government to bring more events to
Association Adviser Jeanie campus this year, even if it
Morgan said SGA wanted might mean a loss of profit.
~-~~........-._-._--- - to have the cotreerUn RaC&i! .-. Odds are if the S0.§
f
Arena after. booking MTV firings another concert or
Nam~: Dimitra
to come h ere, b ut t h e con- another event like the invaSanford
Major: Social
cert could not be held th~re sion, more people will show
Work/Sociology
because of problems wtth up next time. If word gets
Year: Senior
the arena floor.
around that the invasion
Hometown:
Morgan also said campus- was successful when it hapHayti, Mo.
es losing money on the pened, Murray State may
"Nope. I didn't
invasion has not been become a household name
even know about it."
unusual; she said MTV per- for more concerts.
sonnel told her every camWho knows who might
pus the invasion has gone come here if the students
to has lost at least $20,000. got out and participated
So here's the $20,000 and went to the concerts?
Name: Chris
Carver
question: Is bringing more Bands look at colleges who
Major:
programs to campus worth have been successful in
Organizational
taking a gamble on losing having events and they go
Communications
more money?
to those places where they
Year: Graduate
You bet.
are successful.
Hometown:

I

I
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Southern Illinois University brought in groups and
artists last spring like Bob
Dylan, Elton John and the
Brian Setzer Orchestra.
SIU had a previous history
of having success with
entertainment at their
arena. In 1996, Garth
Brooks played at the SIU
Arena for three consecutive
sold-out concerts.
One day soon, Murray
State University could be
like colleges such as SIU.
MSU could get major acts

:.

-1'

'

like those which have come
to SIU recently. Of course,
the SGA would have to
have the money necessary
to bring those acts in, but if
they put on more events, ·
those profits should come.
It won't hurt to take a
gamble on more events like
this. The SGA, students
and the University would
benefit from it. And the fact
that Murray State has
some good entertainment
events here could be a
prime recruiting tool.

Student

Hometown:
Paducah

''No, I didn't. I hadn't even
heard about it.''
Ryan Brooks/The News
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Recent tragedies have big impact
Payne, Greg and Walter.
These three names may not mean
much to the average person, but the
loss of those athletes over the last
week have cast a pall not only over
the sports they were involved with,
but the sporting world in general.
Payne Stewart, 42, was near the
top of the professional golfing world
when he died in a plane crash last
week.
Greg Moore, 24, was racing in The
500 at California Speedway Sunday
when his car suddenly veered offcourse, turned over, slammed into a
retaining wall and disintegrated into
many pieces.
Walter Payton, 45, died after suffering from an incurable liver disease.
Three heroes. All dying before their
time.
Stewart was en route to Texas to
visit some friends before he was to
participate in the Tour Champion~:;hip. Soon after takeoff from
Orlando, air traffic controllers lost
radio contact with the plane. The
plane took off in a northwest direction, where it crashed in South Dakota.
Stewart was renowned for his
trademark knickers and his tam
o'shanter hat he wore when he
played. He won three majors (two

That is why many golfers chose to
honor him Sunday by wearing his
My
trademark knickers. Competitor StuView
art Appleby even wore one of Payne's
outfits after getting permission from
his widow, Tracey.
GREG
Greg Moore did not live long
STARK
enough to win many races, let alone
championships. There was no doubt,
however, that he would win championships. Moore was even rumored to
U.S. Opens and one PGA Champi- leave the CART series to run in
onship) and he was reaching the peak NASCAR, but he signed a contract
of his game again. He won the 1999 with Roger Penske to run with him
U.S. Open with a 15-foot putt, defeat- next year.
Having seen many races and many
ing Phil Mickelson by one stroke.
After he won the tournament, he accidents, the accident Moore had in
left a moment which is still promi- his Champ car was the worst I have
nent in many sports fans' minds.
seen in many years of following racHe hugged his caddie first, then ing. I saw the accident on the Interwent and congratulated Mickelson. net after it was announced he died
Stewart's victory was on Father's and I knew he had serious injuries
Day, so he hugged Mickelson, held his after he hit the wall. When a car goes
face with both hands, and told him into a wall at more than 200 miles per
how great of a father he was going to hour and a driver's head is the recipibe, since his wife had a child on the ent of the initial blow, you have to figure the injuries are going to be bad.
way.
Many people may forget Moore and
Those are all memories we have of
Stewart. Memories we didn't know his budding star which was rising in
about Stewart were all brought out racing. But no one will forget Walter
last week during two nationally-tele- Payton.
Simply put, Payton was one of the
vised memorial services.
We remember Payne mostly for his greatest running backs of all time.
golfing attire and his sweet swing. During his career, he set many NFL
•

rushing records. He essentially
rewrote the Chicago Bear record
book, even in some categories that are
not as obvious as rushing. He is still
one of the Bears' all-time leading
receivers and he even threw eight
touchdown passes.
One of the sad things about Payton's career was that he was unable
to capitalize in Chicago's shining
moment of the 1980s. When the
Bears won the 1986 Super Bowl over
the New England Patriots, Payton
went without scoring a touchdown in
the game. He was also overshadowed
by the presence of pretty boy quarterback Jim McMahon.
The Payton legacy lives on, however. Son Jarrett plays for the University of Miami Hurricanes.
Three deaths in a week's time. This
reminds me of a song from the 1960s,
"Abraham, Martin and John." The
song, written by Dick Holler, is a
reminder of what happens when we
lose people we admire too soon.
"Didn't you love the things they
stood for ...?" is a lyric that sticks out
from the song. These athletes stood
for many things and they meant
everything to us, the fans.

Greg Stark zs the viewpoint editor for
"The Murray State News."
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Schedule becoming mundane for freshman;
Every day I get up. I go to class, sitLast time I stumbled off to my 9:30
a.m. class, coffee mug in hand, I noticed
ting in the same place. I shovel in that
In My
all the people I was passing in my
stuff "Winslop" tries to pass off as food.
OJ>illi(H/
sleepwalking haze were the same exact
I go hang out with my friends for a
people I pass every other day. It seemed
while and then off to one of the thouto me we all had the same bored look on
sands of meetings I have to attend. The
KRISTA
our faces. We just retrace our footsteps
week drags by and on the weekend, I do
M ATHENY
the party thing.
every day walking to and fro from class
Then the whole thing starts all over
and whatever other escapades coax us
again.
out of rooms. It's almost like people are
on a railroad track and it would need a
Routine, routine, routine. It's so
tedious. We are all creatures of habit. I tasks I undergo day after day are national catastrophe to derail them. We
understand people use routine to be almost mind-numbing. For example, I just go to our various destinations
comfortable, so they don't have to worry underwent the exciting domestic throughout the day, blowing the whisabout the little things in life.
adventure of doing laundry and clean- tle at an occasional passerby.
But my routine is boring the hell out ing my room just for a little fun. I
Yesterday, I decided to derail myself
of me and those little things are bug- should have went ahead and watched from my track of habit and did my best
ging me the most. I just can't be content the paint peel, but I was afraid to over- to shatter my routine once and for all.
Since the paint had stopped peeling, I
with being predictable. The sheer bland exert myself.

went to class, but I took a longer, different way. I saw new people and unfamiliar surroundings. It was so invigorating! Then, after class, instead of
walking, I did the kamikaze thing and
skated home. It was kinda fun watching people jump_out of my way when I
passed. I had a smile on my face the
whole time because it was something
scary, different and actually fun.
My day was better because I had a
breath of fresh air. The cage door to my
otherwise mundane life was open and I
was disillusioned with the idea of freedom. I went through the entire day
without seeing any of the other sleepdeprived zombies who I commonly see
on my way to class.
I know change isn't good for every-

one. Some people need a strong founda"
tion to establish their daily lives and
that's great. I feel a little bit of change
is good for everyone. Just try it one day.
You don't have to do anything drastic,
like going to class naked or anything
like that. Just take a different way to
class or maybe even get up a little earlier and enjoy the autumn morning
(Like anyone is going to do that.) You
might be pleasantly surprised at ho'!t'
much fun breaking your routine could
be. Of course, don't take my word for ii.
I'm still keeping an eye on the pafut
chips.
"!
'"'li

Krista Matheny is a print journalism
·
major from Florence.
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Many groups
could join
for tal<eover
When the football team
loses a game, some fan will
grab a player and say "You'll
get 'em next week."
If a basketball player misses the garne-~nning shot, no
one boos. The fans stand and
yell "good game."
If we misspell a word or
type the the in a sentence, the
English department comes
out in full force, ready to
string up the staff and take us
into the Quad for public
harassment. The public doesnjt seem to have a problem
telling newspaper editors
their efforts are not good
enough.
That is OK
Because I want to join
forces with the rifle team, the
debate team and some soil
judgers to reclaim Murray
State University. I apologize
for never covering the shoot~
ers and in retrospect that
could have been a dangerous
mistake, but I applaud the
team for not harboring too
much resentment for the lack
of coverage. I also want to
congratulate those organization members who keep doing
their thing, even when their
parents don't know exactly
what it is they do.
The teams I have mentioned have aU won national
titles - not regional titles, not
conference titles, but competitions with colleges across the
entire United States.
Do you realize the power of
such groups?
The rifle team, the press
and several future lawyers
would make an awesome
team. If the Olympian sharpshooters set up on top of Wilson Hall and the debaters got

·,

In M y
()pinion
)ENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

us out of jail, we could do anything. We could sell tickets.
We could take over the world.
But, we could never let our
egos get that crazy. How
could we? The public reminds
us every day when we err. I
think that may be why so
many journalists drink. (I
hope the rifle team isn't
depressed.)
I didn't intend to write an
article defending the paper or
to'brag about its awards, but
I did want to encourage a
friendlier University. It
would also be nice if we didn't
work too many hours for too
little pay and no respect, but I
didn't want to overdo it. Did
you know the staff had to pay
its own way to pick up the
plaque (to receive our National Pacemaker Award)? I know
the sports teams don't have to
pay a bus fee to travel to away
games. But, according to the
Student Organization Handbook, "The Murray State
News" doesn't deserve it. It is
unlisted.
Author Garrison Keillor
said, "A good newspaper is
never quite good enough but a
lousy newspaper is a joy forever."

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the
editor-in-chief of "The Murray
State News."

Cable problem for residential students
What is going on with our cable? It
seems every time I sit down to enjoy
a nice game of"Jeopardy," I am interrupted by the countless number of
snow-filled screens.
I turn to another channel, thinking
maybe the towers in Possum Trot are
not working to their full capacity that
day. But WGN is doing the same
thing, too. I know it has nothing to do
with Possum Trot, so why am I
receiving this bad connection?
It is not just me who feels this way,
but many other students who have
made time to watch their favorite
shows and miss the dramatic
moment on "Days Of Our Lives"
because the screen has turned to
snow.

In My
()j)iJiiun
CHRISTINE
H ALL

And what reason does Murray
CableComm give us? Well, if you can
get past the rudeness of the women
who answer the phone, there is little
they can do except send someone out.
And what time should you expect
this someone? When you buy cable
you initially have to wait about two

days before it gets turned on. Then it
could mean between the hours of 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. and depend on if the
workers don't have better things to
do that day.
Don't even argue about the price
we all pay for cable. Folks at Western
Kentucky University already have
cable in their dorms when they move
in and it even comes with a movie
channel.
The
least
Murray
CableComm could do is give everyone
the basic seven channels for free. But
no. If you don't have cable, then you
don't get to watch television. The
only solace I get is to go home to Lexington where my parents have so
graciously bought HBO and Cinemax.

Someone I talked t.o said he had
purchased cable at the beginning of
the semester and the cable company
still had not turned it on. He said he
makes those endless calls to the
ladies at CableComm, but is frustrated when they tell him even though he
has not watched one single moment
of "Dawson's Creek," they cannot
refund any ofhis money.
CableComm will finally meet its
match when Murray Electric System
starts running cable. So far it seems
the electric company is doing more.
According to a recent article in "The
Murray Ledger & Times," Murray
Electric System will offer more channels on its expanded basic service for
$28.95 per month. This would

include channels two through 70.
You won't even have to purchase one
of those ugly converter boxes either.
Now compare this to CableComm's
channel package of two through 53 1
for $29.97. If you want Comedy Central or ESPN2, you pay an additional
$3.15. Not to mention the converter
box fee of $2.85.
Next semester, I think it would be
in all of our best interests to quench
our hunger for television and boycott
CableComm until it gets this snow
problem figured out.

I

Christine Hall i.~ a senior journalism :
major from Lexington.
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Senate selects, distributes evaluations of Alexander
•Facu lty:

The faculty
must return their euaulations of President Kern
Alexander to senators by
Nov. 10.

By Sh a n non McFarlin
Staff Writer
Murray State's first public
evaluation of its president is
underway.
Vice President Frank Elwell
distributed evaluations for senators to pass out to campus faculty at Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
Elwell, chair of the department of sociology and anthropology, is vice chairman of the
Senate's rules, elections and
bylaws committee, which prepared the evaluation instrument.
Elwell said the committee
sought the advice of Winfield
Rose, professor of political science, before deciding which
evaluation form to use.
"I think this is a good, fair,

valid instrument," Rose said.
"We've talked a lot about how
to distribute this questionnaire
and we wanted to make sure
that we had a good response
rate. We talked about several
methods to make sure that
every faculty member would
vote only once."
The committee decided senators will hand-deliver a questionnaire to each faculty mem·
ber in their department.
"They are to hand it back to
you in person when they have
completed it," Elwell told the
senators. "You are the check·
point-you are the assurance
that only those faculty who are
eligible will vote and that each
will vote only once."
Faculty members cannot
mail their completed questionnaires to the Faculty Senate,
Elwell said.
"If they are mailed, they will
not be counted," he said.
Senators should check names
off a list when the questionnaires are complete and make
sure all forms are returned.

"They must turn the ques!
tionnaires back in to you,
regardless of whether they
have filled it out or not, to
make sure we have all the
questionnaires back," Elwell
told the senators.
The deadline for the evaulations is Nov. 10. The results
will be announced at the Senate's December meeting.
"Let's try to obtain as close to
100 percent participation as
possible," Senate President Bill
Call said. "This is the first time
an evaluation of the president
will be made public."

than a face-to-face meeting of
his committee and was inter·
rupted by Call.
Indicating he and ScheU had
discussed the matter prior to
the meeting and had "agreed to
disagree," Call noted Schell's
committee did not have a quorum for its session and instead
had conducted an "e-mail
forum."
"But our by-laws call for a
quorum for meetings at which
these types of resolutions are
proposed," Call said.
Call said if the Senate
demanded the University
administration to follow correct
Building projects
A lengthy discussion pre- procedures, "then we also
empted a report from Bill should follow proper proceSchell, chair of the finance com- dures. Your committee needs to
mittee. Schell, also associate meet with a quorum, face-toprofessor of history, was in the face" in order to issue a for mal
process of presenting a pro- resolution.
Call asked Parliamentarian
posed resolution from his committee involving off-campus Jay Morgan for his interprets·
tion of Robert's Rules of Order
capital building projects.
on
the issue.
Schell explained the resoluIf
a quorum is not present for
tion was developed through ea
formal
committee meeting,
mail communication rather

any business conducted is "null
Schell said he would call
and void," Morgan said.
another quorum meeting of his
Morgan told Schell he can committee and bring the resocall a special meeting to recon- lution back to the next Senate
sider and formally vote on the meeting.
resolution to be proposed.
Name change
"I take exception," Schell
Call also addressed a rumor
said, noting his belief that a
circulating on campus.
more complete discussion was
"There is a rumor that (Uniconducted and better record
versity President) Dr. Alexan·
was kept of the discussion via
der is thinking of changing the
e-mail. Schell asked for somename of the University to Murone to show him "where it says
ray University," he said.
this specifically in the by-laws."
Call said he asked Alexander
Schell made a motion the byat the first President's Cabinet
laws be suspended for the purmeeting held recently whether
pose of voting on this resoluthe rumor was true.
tion.
"He said he has participated
Upon a vote, the Senate did
in discussion of that. but did
not achieve the two-thirds
not initiate any discussion of
required to suspend the bythat," Call said. "There are
laws.
apparently some individuals in
Call said be would refer the
our community who think this
issue of whether or not to
is a good idea.
accept e-mail communication
"So the rumor is apparently
as qualifying a formal commitwithout
fact that he is advocattee meeting.
ing
it,"
he said. "Also, Dr.
"Maybe we need to review
said that it would
Alexander
our current rules for meeting in
take
an
act
of
the Legislature to
view of current technology," he
do
that."
said.

Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to nowhere, when you could be toning your
abs, getting in shape and having fun while you're learning to defend yourself?
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Our Cardio Kickboxing program takes the music, excitement and energy of aerobics
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In A Sendmental Mood

Friday
Nov. 19

9 p.m.
Currls Center
151 Floor Stables

Raffle tickets are on sale for $1 in the
rocking chair lounge or from the sisters.
Events begin at 7 p.m. with
raffles t hroughout the evening.
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Getting cozy

As for adequate housing and parking,
•Enrollment: Students attending offBryan
said an enrollment management
campus classes are a major reason
team meets to consider the amount of
enrollment has continued to increase. resources the University has to accommo-

By Reka Ash ley
Staff Writer

Murray State enrollment is on the
upswing for the fourth consecutive year.
A total of 8,914 students are currently
enrolled, topping last year's figure of 8,903.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions. said
while only a few more students than last
year are enrolled, he hopes the number will
continue to grow because of off-campus
classes being offered.
"'We're also hoping to continue increasing
the freshman class and the number of international students," he said.
Bryan said the biggest factor in the
increase this year was the number of people
taking ofT-campus classes. He said he
be lieves the University has more than
enough room for a continued increase in
students.
"We certainly have enough room in the
freshman and sophomore level," he said.
"'We can increase to around 9,500 students
in classes without any trouble."

.

date students.
Paula Hulick, director of housing, said
she believes the housing at Murray State is
sufficient to accommodate the growing
number of students.
"I believe that since we have many students commuting from home and many who
live in apartments that we could handle an
increase in students," she said. "However , if
there was a problem we would do what we
need to in order to accommodate the students."
Hulick said the current capacity of students the dorms can hold is 3,500, and the
university apartments can house 144 students.
"Increased enrollment is very beneficial,"
Bryan said. "It takes off the need for student tuition increases and helps pay for
raises for faculty and staff."
Bryan said the enrollment figures are
available every year for release as soon as a
report is sent to Frankfort. He said students who dropped out are taken out of the
figures.

Tonya Traylor uses her letters to keep her wa rm as she talks with Kathryn Cason in the Curris
Ce nter Tuesday. Both students are juniors from Paducah.

Congratulations

sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

wbuld like to congratulate

Ryan Brooks/The News

Karen ~ahlfs

AXA

0 11 fdOIAY

"Teeter for Tots Overall Winner"
and
"Most Spirited"

r<otari::J Scholarship
.
,

"A little ol' bar in Tennessee"

Qood [uck in
,L!frica!!

Thanks to all of the fraternities
and sororities who showed
their support!

'~

Saturday, Nov.6:

"Leather & Lace'
Tbursc~1...
Sl
'~.
lon•nec~cs
SJ Pitchers
WI Colle•• to

Hai'Psl HOUr
Tues. - Sat
6 . 1 P.tn. •

www. thertews • or

t 4 mi. Soufh

t 21

s..

of Murray
I mi. Past state line.
(90 I) 232·8585

I

Coming Soon!
Teen Night on Tuesdays
I 8 & over (No Alcohol Served)

~
Ladles Night
2S CDrafts for Ladles

~
Karaoke Night

Sports Bar & Grill
Puryear, TN

Groove
Merchant

I

AOIT AMl A r A m

Period Late?

THANKS SIGMA PI
FOR A GREAT

Do you •••
a. P~tvi(l
b. P~~Lc?

FALL FEST!

c. Pa~~ic?
d. Call 753-0700 for a

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
(Same Day Results)

Mud be 2 t tnd

over with Vtlld I.D.

(formerly Known At 'SIDELINES')

LIFEHousEP REGNANCY CARE CENTER

• Cold Beer • Darts • Pool• Music •

V.JV UVV UOV

753-8926

Nov. 14

2-4 p.rsn.

-

$2.00

-

~

-

-

-

Terrapin Station
Off any New or
Used Compact Disc

3:3::I V.JV llVV UOV

Mexican RestaaPaot

920 South 12th St.
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Sund~y

~V

EhMESON~

Terrapin Station

-

AU AOfl AMI ArA

·
'

·

1006 Chestnu t St.
759·9247
, . ~-Every Day A Special
Hours
Un til December 31
Sunday · Thursday
lla.m. - lOp.m.
MoDday · Get one Taco with your meal.
Tuesday - 10% off your meal.
Friday & Saturday
WedDesday • Buy 3 Tacos and get Sl off.
ll a.m. · 10:30p.m.
Thursday • Free Sopapilla with your meal.
Carryout Available
Friday · 20% off each meal.
Saturday · 20% off a Taco Salad or Chimichanga.
SUDday · Free Sopapilla or Flan with your meal.

10% Off Dinner with Student J.D.
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~Curris

Center displays AIDS quilt

•Display: The Curris Center is
displaying several panels of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt for three
days next week.
Brandi Williams
News Editor
; The Curris Center will display a portion of the The Names Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt later this month.
"We had the display here and '94, and
it was such an overwhelming success we
decided to bring it back," Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of student activities.
"AIDS is now one of the leading causes of death among young people," Sherry Wilkins, assistant director for scheduling and marketing for the Curris Center. "We are just hoping we can put a
face on AIDS."
I

The quilt began in San Francisco as
Cleve Jones' protest to the AIDS epidemic. After the death of several of his
friends to AIDS, Jones wanted to find a
way to make people understand the loss
and frustration of the AIDS epidemic.
The quilt includes panels from all 50
states and 34 foreign countries. The display in the Curris Center will feature 75
three-foot by six-foot panels, each commemorating the life of someone who has
died of AIDS.
"AB they are looking at the quilt they
will see that this is someone's mother,
father, sister or brother, and that will
really bring it home for them," Wilkins
said.
The Campus Ministries Association,
along with other organizations, is
putting together a list of counselors to
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Sharp dressed man

be at the display.
"The University asked if we would
have any students interested in being
counselors and I thought it was a great
idea," Brian Baldwin, campus minister
for Murray Christian l''ellowship, l)aid.
The counselors will be designated
with name tags and will be there for
students in need.
"I think there are more students
impacted by this than we think and it is
a good way for us to reach out to people," Baldwin said.
At the unveiling ceremony, Nov. 15 at
6 p.m ., volunteers will unfold the panels
while the names of those who died arc
read aloud. The display will be open
Nov. 15 from 6 to 9 p.m., Nov. 16 from 1
to 8 p.m. and Nov. 17 from 1 to 7 p.m.
The closing ceremonies will begin at 7
p.m. Nov. 17.

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

The statue of Murray State founder
Rainey T. Wells was
de corated Monday.
Public Safety is still
invest igating.

Hattie Whel.:m/ Guest

• SPECIALS •
DAILY

Best datnn plzu In the greater
Mltrapohtan BuChanan area plus
Shrl11p, Enohlladat & Sandwiches.

11 Mllet south of Murr1y

GET YOUR DEGREE

12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline Lottery

TUITION FREE
1 800 GO GUARD
KENTUCKY NATIONAL GUARD

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dormsl!!
Monday-Saturday 10a.m. - 6p.m.

753-0113

• s i!DD Df'f'
Any Ca••ette Tape•

Any Compact Dl•k•
Expires 11·12

Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation
•Coupon good towards purchase of regular prices merchandise only, not valid in comblnadon wltll any olher specials, discounts or oilers.

MOVIE WORLD:
SOPERS,ORE :

.-.::::==== = = = =- •
DVD Movies Now Available

••
••
••

-:::======
===:.....';..
Largest Selection of

•

New Arrivals In the Area

•

Sony Playstation and Nintendo 64 Games •
and Players for Rent
•
626 Central Shopping Center
753-7670
•
Monday - Thursday
10 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Friday • Saturday
10 a.m. - midnight

12·Month customtzed

HEARTLAND SHUTTLE INC.

Color Calendar

Daily transportation from Paducah
ea to Nashville International Airport.

Make reservations early
for this holiday season.
270

554-7527

••
••

Visit us online at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Mw·ray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!
Experience LDDNet quality on your own computer.

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

Bring us 12 of your f avorite
f amily photos, and we'll print a
large 11" x 17" ~~
calendar just for~ 1FT IDEA!!I~

yol:ogv.PlUS~
1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270) 753-7117

•
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OnCatnjJUs
Campus invites
students' families
Murray State's office of
school relations will host a
day for college students'
siblings, cousins, mentors
and area high school students to visit campus Friday, Nov. 19. School Relations is hosting the event
in honor of National College Week. The purpose
of this event is to invite
students to Murray State's
campus and to promote
investing in a college
career.

Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority hosts
philanthropy event
The Gamma Xi chapter
of Alpha Gamma Delta
will participate in its annual Rock-A-Thon today and
Saturday. The event consists of rocking for 24
hours in the Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge.
Students may also participate in a raffle for which
Murray, Benton and Paducah businesses have given
donations. The sisters will
sell raffle tickets for $1.
Profits for the event will
go to the Alpha Gamma
Delta Foundation where
funds are distributed to
causes such as juvenile
diabetes. For more information, phone 767-0882.

Students sponsor
television auction
Murray State's chapter
of the International Radio
and Television Society is
hosting its 27th annual
Television Auction Tuesday
through Thursday from 7
to 10 p.m. on MSU TV-II.
The fund-raiser will be
used for conventions, television equipment, scholarships and I 0 percent will
go toward the Toys for
Tots Program.

Aut hor speaks
on cam pus
Fred Haefele, author of
"Rebuilding the Indian"
and other prize-winning
fiction and non-fiction
books, will speak Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In Pogue
Library. The event is open
to students and community members and a reception will follow the reading.

Students needed
for talent show
The Campus Activities
Board is looking for student musicians and poetry
readers for "Scribes and
Vibes." This jazz and poetry night will feature Murray
State talent in a coffehouse
"Scribes
and
setting.
Vibes" is scheduled for
Nov. 19 at 9 p.m. in the
Curris Center. Anyone
Interested in participating
should contact Travis
Tandy in the Student Government Office at 7626951.

College Ufe briefs compiled
by Lori Burling, assistant
college life editor.
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Inter
~portant

s kills

By Rachel Kirk

Contributing Writer

Every college student must
one day face the inevitable.
Eventually, graduation will
come and then a job. The only
thing standing between walking across that stage and walking in an office Monday morning is a little thing called the
job interview.
The interview is important
because it gives a company a
frrst impression, Gina Winchester, assistant director of Career
Services, said.
"The first 30 seconds and the
last 30 seconds is all they
(interviewers) will remember,"
~'By showing them that you
she said.
have taken the time to research
To make sure those 60 sec- their company, you demononds and everything in between strate by example that you are
go well, preparation is a must.
the type of person who gives
"Knowing what you are get- 110 percent," Kendall said.
ting into is half the battle,"
Most company information is
Winchester said.
available on the Internet,
An applicant should be library or Chamber of Comknowledgeable about the com- merce.
pany before the interview.
"Your goal is to show them
What kind of products or ser- that you are like-minded, that
vices the company offers, who you understand and agree with
the competitors are and compa- their philosophy, and therefore,
ny history and philosophy are would be a great addition to
important to know prior to your their team," Kendall said.
interview, Winchester said.
After preparing mentally,
"Doing your homework is the applicants should be sure to
key," she said. "That will help a look their best physically.
student more than anything."
"If you stay traditional and
Pat Kendall, certified profes- conservative, you cannot go
sional resume writer for wrong," Winchester said. "It is
www.connectme.com, agreed.
better to be over-dressed than

Graduates use Internet
to search for frrst job
By Krista Mathen y
Contributing Writer
Finding a job is just a mouse
click away.
With students graduating at
the end of the semester, the
question of what life after college will be enters many minds.
Many will also wonder what jobs
are available, what they can do
to find a job and most importantly, where they can locate job
listings.
Some students may brave the
world of job hunting on their
own. Others prefer to rely on
teachers, advisers and other
contacts to help them in their job
search.
"fd probably rely on a personto-person basis, like family contacts and references, since I
want to stay in my home town,"
Angela Satterlee, sophomore
from Hopkinsville, said.
The Internet is also a good
medium to find a job. The information Superhighway provides
job seekers with a multitude of

eliminate .this potential prob·
under-dressed."
Winchester said applicants lem, phone ahead and find out
should dress according to whom the logistics of the interview,
they will be interviewing with, such as where and when it will
especially if the person looking take place and how many peofor a job is a female. If a woman ple will do the interview.
will be interviewed by a
After an applicant has been
younger person, it is usually asked questions, most compaacceptable for her to wear nies provide an opportunity to
pants with a suit. However, ask questions to the interviewolder people might rather see a er. Winchester said to take full
woman wearing a skirt.
advantage of the opportunity
During the traditional inter- by asking questions like, "What
view, questions are asked one- is a typical day like doing this
on-one. Times are changing, job?" or "Is there room for
though. It is now common to be growth in the position I am
interviewed over the phone or interviewing for?" Also, applicomputer.
cants should be sure to ask how
Some companies now do and when they will know if
they have been selected for a
group interviews.
If the interview is non-tradi- job.
tional, it might throw some peoAfter the interview is over,
ple off, Winchester said. To smile, make eye contact and

shake the interviewer's hand.
Also, thank him for his time,
Winchester said.
"You want to leave on a good
note," she said.
Many think the interviewing
process ends there. Not if you
want to make a gre~t impression, Winchester said.
"A follow-up thank you letter
is a must," Winchester said.
Immediately after the interview, type the letter. Keep it
short and professional. It can
make the difference between
getting or not getting hired.
After leaving the interview,
the company should have a
copy of your resume. Applicants
should not only mail a resume
to the company before the
interview, but also bring a copy
of it with them to the interview.

Dress for Success
)

job locating engines.
"fd probably look around on
the Internet, but only on the easier sites like GetAJob.com," Lauren Meschler, junior from
Louisville, said. "I would also try
the advertising banners that
advertise job listings."
One
of
these
is
http://www.JobTrak.com,
a
search engine that specializes in
helping graduating college students find their first job. Services
include
submitting
resumes, job listings and a new
feature called "Ask the Employer." "Ask the Employer" allows
students to e-mail webmasters
with questions relating to
almost anything that has to do
with a job. JobTrak.com services
a mecca of other colleges, such
\
as DePaw, Eastern Kentucky
University and Duke.
Other services online offer
ideas on getting the perfect occupation. These aren't mainly oriented toward graduating college
students, however. They include
Dressing t he part Is o ne of the most Important parts of the Interview. The traditional, conservative
http://www.getajob.com
and
look is m ost likely to be approved of by many em plo yees. For women, skirts should be an approprihttp://www.joblistings.com.
ate le ngth and hair should be out of the face. Fqr men, a tie Is a m ust.

Career Services, Alumni Affairs prepare students
By Lori B urling
Assistant College Life Editor
For many students, the next milestone after graduation is to get a job.
But while employment is expected, it
can sometimes be difficult to find.
Help from Murray State's Career Services and Alumni Affairs, however,
may make it easier.
"I always encourage students to start
early," Gina Winchester, assistant
director of Career Services, said. "We
don't like to see students the week of
their graduation. It does happen, but
we can do so much more for them if
they start early."
Winchester said students should
begin looking for jobs before graduation
because employers are starting to
recruit earlier.
"It's becoming a national trend for
employers to begin recruiting earlier,"
Winchester said. "Not only do applicants have a process to go through

when interviewing for a job, but the
employers do, too. There may be tests
the applicant has to take. They have to
check references and background information. It's beginning to take longer to
get applicants hired so they are starting to recruit earlier."
Winchester said the first thing students need to do is acquire a me at the
Career Services office on campus.
"Students need to bring in at least 10
resumes so we can begin a file for
them," Winchester said. "That way
when companies call us we can immediately send all resumes that fit the
requirements while the students are
busy fmishing up their classes."
Along with beginning a file in the
office, students may take advantage of
the interviewing and resume writing
instructions and brochures Career Services offers.
"Students can get one-on-one help
with their interviewing skills or they
can read some tips and information

regarding the interview process," Winchester said.
Although Winchester said a majority
of the company representatives in contact with their offices are from Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana and Tennessee,
they do have ways of placing students
in jobs out of this region.
"Even if students are looking out of
this region they still should start a file
with us," Winchester said. "There is a
lot we can still do for them if they start
here. There are jobs outside of this
region if students are willing to look at
them."
Winchester said Career Services does
severaJ things when a student is looking out of this region for placement.
She said they begin a more targeted
search through the Internet and their
contacts.
"After we do a more targeted search
we will also contact a university or college in the area the student is looking
into," Winchester said. "Once we con-

tact that university we will send the
student's resumes to the university's
Career Services office and they will
begin to send the resumes out as well."
The Career Services office is not the
only beneficial place for soon-to-be
graduates. The Alumni Affairs office
can be just as important.
"We also do a part in helping students fmd placement after graduation,"
Linda Myhill. the manager of researc~
and records for the Alumni Affairs
office, said. "We have a website that we
have access to that lists all of our alum'
ni, their phone numbers and addresses
and who they are employed by. We use
our alumni as contacts for students
who are seeking jobs in their fields."
Myhill said students can search
through alumni by name, majors or city
and states.
Said Myhill: "The services are here
for students, but students must regi~
ter in our office first because only soonto-be graduates, alumni and faculty
and staff have access to the site."
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Machine releases long awaited album
· Musicl?c->uiezD

Top 5 COs of the Week

Kyle Shadoan

Rage Against The
Machine
· "The Battle of Los
Angeles"
Rage Against The Machine's
new album ''The Battle of Los
Angeles" finally hit stores this
week after three years of anticipation and speculation.
RATM originated in Los
Angeles. Zach de la Rocha
became involved in the hardcore scene in Huntington
Beach, Va., and received
national popularity in a band
called Inside Out. The band
had a song titled "Rage Against
the Machine" and this was
going to be the title of the second album, but the band broke
up and never released the
album.
Tom Morello played guitar in
Libertyville, TIL, in a garage
band. Morello then moved to
LA, feeling it was the place to
get a band started, and saw De
la Rocha rapping in a club.
Morello knew drummer Brad
Wilk through an ad he put in
• the paper looking for a drum.. mer. De la Rocha then brought
.,•:rim Commerford, a friend from
"' elementary school, into the picture and things began to take
'Shape.

·.·

HEf\T'~> ~f\ok£..
t.C I\~ l nlJ F \~?

influences from artists such as
Black Sabbath and the Sex Pistols. Commerford has infl uences spurred from jazz and
Wilk's drumming is a unique
blend of hip-hop and punk.
"The Battle of Los Angeles" is
a continuation of this blend,
forming songs that are typical,
but different to previous
albums. The hardcore rap/ rock
sound is unlike any other.
Morello has been considered
one of the best guitar players,
and has been compared to Jimi
Hendrix.
The band's message of anticensorsrup and justice combined with the unusual energy
the music creates has produced

~ b.,l s "•T 'tNv•l'vt

• C lasses - Advance scheduling for Spring 2000 begins .

Sunday, Nov. 7

Top Country CD

Monday, Nov. 8

some of the strongest and most
intelligent music in rock. With
songs like "Guerrilla Radio,"
"Testify" and "Born of a Broken
Man," the new album provides
even more evidence of this.
On "The Battle of Los Angeles" RATM has not compromised its style of music. It is
absolutely amazing how complex the songs can be when
using just the guitar, bass
drums and vocals. It could easily be said RATM is one of the
last bands left. to save rock and
prove it's not dead.
Raee~inst1be Machine

pYT\iA'of\o~ ?

2_\/0.U-.? J I'L J\T~? ~J~,.~ EY-.f.?
~tvl'\~, ~0~~

• Test • GRE test will be offer ed for certain subjects, Business Building, room 303, 8 a.m.
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
• Wors hip - Sunday Morning Live, church's fellowship hall
at 203 S . 4th Str eet, 8:30-9: 15 a.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 9

Source: Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boulevard Music

"Tiie
attle
Angeles" A+

Saturday, Nov. 6

• Bible study - Chi Alpha, Har t College Coffeehouse, 9
p.m.
• Choir - Quad State Senior Choral Festival, Lovett Auditorium

Sony Music Entertainment Inc.

"The Battle of Los Angeles" is
their third album. Their first
self-titled album was released
in 1992. The second, "Evil
Empire," was released in 1996.
RATM has always been
accustomed to controversy, but
"The Battle of Los Angeles" is
the only album that didn't
come with a parental advisory
sticker. This doesn't mean it's
lower quality than RATM's
other albums, however.
The band's music is an
unusual crossover between
rock and rap. De la Rocha is
influenced by early hip-hop
artists such as Public Enemy
and KRS-One, while Morello
brings hard rock and punk

Friday, Nov. 5

1. Rage Against the Machine
- "Battle of Los Angeles"
2. Lil Wayne -"The Bk>ck Is
Hot"
3. WWF- "The Music Vol. 4"
4. Counting Crows - "This
Desert Life"
5. Stone Temple Pilots- "No.
4"
I

Alan Jackson - "Under the
Influence"

The release of Rage AgaJnst The Machine's " The Battle of Los
Ange les," sounds like past aJbums recorded by RATH.

Week Ahead

of Los

• Graduation - Senior Salute, Rocking Chair Lounge in
Curr is Center, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
• Acade mics- Last day to drop any course taught only in
second half of semester.
• Bible study - Chi Alph a bouse, 6:15 p.m.
• Bible study - New Life Campus Center , 7 p.m.
• H ealth - Health Services will be closed for the day.

Wednesday, Nov. 10
• Graduation - Senior Salute, Rocking Chair Lounge in
Curris Center, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
• Health - Health Services will be closed for the day.
• R esidential c olle g es - Sp r inger-Franklin dinner ,
Winslow Cafeter ia, 6 p.m.
• Bible s tudy - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
• Bible study - Chi Alpha, Curr is Center Theater, 7 p .m.
• Academics - Orientation to Teacher Education, Wells
Hall, room 224 3 to 4 p.m.
• Millennium Project - "The Agony of the End Times:
Apocalypse and t he End of Responsibility," Curris Center,
Barkley Room, 12:30 p.m.

Thursday, Nov.ll

~ ~'t\1\'( s "~ e.t uI ON ?

• Gree k s - Panhellenic meet ing, 5 p.m.
• Bible s tudy - New Life Campus Center , 7 p.m.
· • Academic s - Orientation to Teacher Education, Wells
Hall, room 2 24 , 3 t o 4 p. m.

l' Pk\h\F.

~u~'-~s~

To post information on the calendar, phone 762·4480 or send
a fax to 762-3175.
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With temperatures falling,
cars need to be winterized
By Loree Stark
Staff Writer
As the weather gets
increasingly colder, cars
must be ready to battle the
winter weather. The agriculture department has a solution.
The car winterization project will run today from noon
to 5 p.m. and again Saturday
from 8 a .m. to noon.
The winterization process

includes a list of things cars the winterization project is
need to "gear up" for the currently available for faculwinter season. Such services ty and staff only. However, if
include capping off radia- the project continues to be
tors, checking brake fluid successful, the department
and checking the power may expand the winterization to students in the
steering.
Michael Galloway, presi- future, he said.
"We've got to limit it somedent of the agriculture
department, is in charge of what," Galloway said.
If faculty or staff members
the annual car winterization
are interested in preparing
project.
Because of the vast their cars for th e winter, the
amount of students at t he cost of winterizing vehicles
University, Galloway said is $10 per car.

•

Auction helps department
By Melissa Stoneberger
Staff Writer

Tonight, the Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery will echo with a
little more noise than usual.
The Eagle Gallery will play
host to Murray State's sixth
annual art auction, which is
held to benefit the art department.
"This is the sole fund-raiser
for student scholarships and
to raise money for visiting
artists," Camille Serre, event
coordinator, said.
. The auction will include into
two parts: a silent auction and
a 40-item live auction. Bids for
the silent auction will begin at
6 p.m. and will conclude at 7

p.m. Registration for the
silent action will be at the
gallery desk.
The live auction will follow
the silent auction. More than
40 works from students, faculty, alumni and community
members will be on sale.
Some works come from a
F lorida man who takes money
and turns the pictures on the
bills into clowns.
"The originals sold for over
$15,000 apiece," Serre said.
Facsimiles will be available
as a set in the live auction and
individually in the silent auction.
Also featured is work from
many professors new to the
University, such as Jeanne

Beaver, a metalsmith professor who is putting her handmade jewelry on the auction
block.
Kellie Schuster, senior from
Mt. Vernon, Ill., said she has
been showcasing her work in
the auction for more than
three years.
"Last year, a lady didn't get
to bid on one of my items, so
she commissioned me to work
for her," Schuster said. ''This
show gets student work out to
the public and lets people sec
it."
Serre said the art department raised more than $5,000
at last year's auction, and
hopes to exceed that amount
this year.

•

Smith's new mov1e, 'Dogma,' ra1ses scandal with churches
By Brandi Williams
News Editor
Kevin Smith, director of films
such as "Mallrats" and "Chasing Amy," made a special
appearance at the National
College Media Association conference in Atlanta after a special screening of his newest
film, "Dogma."
"Dogma" is a comedy about
two renegade angels who, after
being cast out to spen~ an eternity in Wisconsin, attempt to
get back into heaven by passing
through a sacred arch at a
church in New Jersey.
The movie stars Ben Affieck,
Matt Damon, Chris Rock,
Salma Hayek and Linda Florentino. And what Kevin Smith
movie would be complete without Jason Mewes and Kevin
Smith also playing the reoccur ring roles of Jay and Silent
Bob?
"Dogma" was written before
Smith started filming his premiere film, "Clerks," which won
several awards including the

Independent Spirit Award at play the lead role, but Smith
the Sundance Film Festival in said he decided to make the
1994.
role for an older actress.
Smith said the reason he did
Smith said the most chalnot begin with "Dogma" is lenging part of this film was
because he felt he was not the visual aspect, because the
mature enough to make a film film has so many special
effects.
that intense yet.
"It was a little daunting at
The movie has been persecuted by many organizations first because I am so visually
because of serious religious inept, but it wasn't as visually
subjects, especially concerning complex at the end of the day,"
Catholicism, which are used in Smith said.
In the end, Smith said the
this· comedy.
most
important element in
"I like doing movies about
"Dogma,"
as in all of his
people sitting around talking,
movies,
is
relationships.
and I did with 'Dogma,' except
'"It is about people's relationthey are angels," Smith said.
One ofthe most unusual cast ships with God, which is weird
choices in the film is Alanis because you talk and talk and
Morrisette as God.
you don't get an answer back ...
"She was a friend and I until you die," Smith said.
thought she fit the role," Smith
This film will not be Smith's
said.
Smith said Emma Thompson last career move. Along with
was originally cast as God, but the production of more fllms, he
she decided she really didn't is also working on "Clerks" the
series, a prime time cartoon.
have time to do it.
Said SQlith: "I hope it is not
"We were just Godless at that
on'
Saturday morning, because
point," Smith said.
beat ~okemon."
I
can't
Alanis was originally cast to
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Rivers named top undergraduate anthropology student
By Russ Oates
Staff Writer
National
anthropology
honor society Lambda Alpha
recently named Murray State
.student Sara Rivers the top
,undergraduate anthropology
student in the nation.
Ken Carstens, professor in
the department of sociology,
anthropology and social
work, said the award is a
great accomplishment.

"It is extremely significant
for Sara and the department,"
Carstens said. "She was in
direct competition with students from across the country.
It is the top of the top."
Rivers is not an anthropology
major, however. Murray State
doesn't even offer an anthropology degree.
Rivers, a history major and
anthropology minor, said she
has actually taken more
anthropology classes than history.

"I have taken everything I
can in anthropology," Rivers
said.
Though she won the award
for anthropology, archaeology
is Rivers' main interest. The
combination of history and
anthropology just happen to be
the nearest thing to archaeology at Murray State, she said.
Since arriving on campus,
this senior from Mayfield has
wasted little time in gaining
experience in her field. She
conducted digs in Belgium,

·.P rofessors speak at forum
By Kyle Shadoan

. :staff Writer
'

' Much

of the

"progress"

~omen have made in recent

history has been a myth,
according to the Millennium
Project Forum Series presentation titled "You've Come A
Long Way, Baby - Maybe:
Women and the Millenia."
This presentation took place
Oct. 28 at the Curris Center
and was hosted by Sarah
Aguiar and Laura Dawkins,
assistant professors of English.
• The topic of the forum was
the changing role of women in
the past, present and future.
The title originated from a
cigarette campaign in the '80s
, that showei a contemporary
woman being suppressed and
' then a liberated woman with a
'cigarette, Aguiar said.
• Dawkins explained the ways
black women authors have
been shunned in the past and
how they are resurfacing.
"We are having a RenaisI

sance in black women writers,"
Dawkins said. "The excavated
works by the black writers are
proof that their works are worthy."
She went on to explain several examples that demonstrated
the presence of women activists
throughout history.
"As women enter a new millennium, women must remember that we are neither a beginning or an end, but a product of
our past history," Dawkins
said.
Aguiar then explained how
women have recently come to
lose freedom.
"The myth of the domestic
women is that - a myth,"
Aguiar said. "Women in the
1950s stayed at home and
baked cookies and cleaned and
after about a decade, they had
enough of that and revolted
and burned their bras."
She cited numerous examples of how women had power
in the past, such as during the
Crusades. While the men were

off at war for many years, the
women were left. at home to
defend and run the manor as
well as raise the children.
The idea that women are just
now gaining their sexuality has
been another myth, Aguiar
said.
"Chastity belts were worn
not to protect them from being
raped, but to protect themselves from their own voracious
needs," Aguiar said.
The control of sexuality and
property women had during
these periods was taken back
through such events as ~tch
trials and religious doctrines.
"Much was done to eliminate
the woman's authority and
career options during the witch
trials," Aguiar said. "The hierarchal setup in the religious
doctrines went God, angels,
man, women."
Aguiar concluded by saying
women have progressed in several ways, but they still have
major problems, and women
have far to go.
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Rivers' desire never dissipat- know where I want to go to
work," she said. "Ideally, I
ed.
"We have a lot in Maine that would like to work for a muse- ·
has a little foundation on it um on grants-something that .
and I saw some ceramics sit- allows me to do research."
ting on the ground," Rivers
When asked what she would
said. "In fifth grade, I started like to tell people about archaewnshing them and putting ology, Rivers said she would
them back together. That kind tell others to quit asking her
of solidified my interest."
what. she wants to do with he~.
Now as Rivers nears gradu- major.
ation , her goal has not
"I'm going to be an archaeolochanged.
gist," she said. "It is a job. It's
"I want to go ahead and get an actual thing you can do and
my Ph.D., but I don't really make a living off of it."

Jamaica and at the Hermitage
in Nashville.
Though Rivers has gained
experience in archaeology
while in college, she said her
love for the field began at an
earlier age. Rivers said she
remembers watching shows
about the quest for buried treasure on sunken ships. She
would tell others this was what
she wanted to do when she
grew up.
Though many people abandon their childhood dreams,
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Sports l:J1·iejs·
MSU rifle falls just
short to Xavier
The Mur ray State rifl e
team lost to Xavier University by only five points
in a dual meet last weekend.
MSU lost by the score
of 6150 to 61 45.
Marra Hastings had the
highest )-position aggregate scores of 1157 and
60, while Martin Wheeldon had the highest air
rifle scores of 390 and 23.

Men's rugby face
Rhodes College
The Murray State men's
rugby team will be in
competition against
Rhodes College Saturday
at I p.m. at the intramural
fi elds across from
Winslow D ining Hall.

Jones given weekly
OVC football award
Shaka Jones, junior linebacker rom Peoria, Ill.,
was named the OVC
Newco mer of t he Week
after his performance Saturday in the Racers' 22- 11
victory over Tennessee
Tech.
Jones had nine tackles
and two sacks in the
Racer victory.

Basketball season
tickets available
Murray State basketball
s~on-ticket ho lders may
pkk up t heir tickets Mo nday through Thursday at
the Regional Special
Eve nts Center.
Ticket pick-up will be
held from I0 a.m. to 2
p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in RSEC's A concourse o n
the lower level.
Fans interested in
acquiring reserved parking
may contact the Racer
athletic o ffice at 7626800.
1

Briefs ore compiled by Joson
Billingsley, sports editor.

Terrence Tillman,
Mica Wojinski
Terrence Tillman and
Mica W o jinskl are in this
week's Race r Spo r t light.
Tillman, junior fro m
Memphis, Tenn., led the
Racer offense with six
cat ches for 129 yards and
a touchdown in the Racers' 22- 1 I victory over
Tennessee Tech.
Wojinski, senior from
Aust in, Texas, recorded
her 3,000th career assist
in action this weekend.
She is only the third
Racer to reach that mark.

FastFc!cl
EKU, MSU rivalry
very close at home
In ho me games for Murray State vs. Eastern Kentucky, the Racers ho ld a
one-game lead with a
record of 15-14-2, with
EKU winning 29-8 in 1997.
Source: MSU Sports Information

..

MSU ready
to face EKU
Colonels
By J ason Billingsley
Sports Editor
One game down and two
to go for the Murray State
Racers (5-3, 4-1 OVC) to win
the Ohio Valley Conference
championship, but the road
only gets bumpier.
The Eastern Kentucky
Colonels (6-2, 3-1 OVC)
come into Murray on the
heels of a tough 33-28 loss to
Tennessee State, looking to
stay alive in the OVC title
race and take Murray State
out of the picture.
"They're going to run the
football and stop the run.,"
Racer Head Coach Denver
Johnson said. "That's (Eastem Head Coach) Roy Kidd's
brand of football. If they can
do both those things, they
feel like they've got the
game in the complexion they
want it."
The Racers' health took a
turn for the worse after Saturday's game with Tennessee Tech. Beau Guest,
junior free safety, severely
sprained a ligament in his
leg during Saturday's contest, will not play this week
and is also questionable to
play against Tennessee
State next week.
Senior tailback Justin
Bivens was originally scheduled to return from a
sprained MCL injury this
week, but is now listed as
questionable for TSU.
"When you lose a starter,
it always concerns you,"
Racer defensive coordinator
Randall McCray said. "Beau
being the kind of guy he is,
he'll probably be in shape for
Tennessee State. He's up
and walking right now with
a brace."
Some good news on the
injury front is that secondstring tailback Shadrach
Jackson will return to action
this week and will share
time with Jermaine Manning and DeShaun English,
who has come off the bench
in the last few weeks in key
situations for the Racers .
"He's not a great speed
guy, but he has tended to be
very productive," Johnson

said. "Sometimes, those
speed guys move so fast,
everything is a blur to them
and they actually miss some
pretty good cuts and running lanes because they're
so fast, they get to the
point of attack before
everything develops."
Although the running
game stalled against Tl'U,
the passing game for Murray State was effective.
Racer quarterback J ustin
Fuente completed 18 of 27
passes for 249 yards, 2 TD's
and ran for another. Terrence Tillman caught six of
those passes for 129 yards
and one of Fuente's two
touchdown passes.
"If the offensive line blocks
like they did last week and
protects Fuente, I know he'll
make some good passes,..
Tillman said.
Saturday's game will be
televised by Fox Sports
South, as every EKU vs.
Murray State game since
1996 has been.
Some concern was raised
during Monday's press conference a bout the crowd
Murray State could draw for
Saturday's game, as the
Racers' other game on Fox
Sports South, played t he
Thursday before Fall Break,
drew only; 2, 728 fans and an
earlier OVC game against
perennial cellar dweller UTMartin drew only 2,102 fans
when rain threatened all
day.
In comparison, more tha'l
12,000 fans watched TSU
and Eastern last week, and
40,000 tickets have been
sold for TSU's Homecoming
game Saturday against Tennessee Tech.
"I hope with a longtime
rival playing in a big game
with lots of impact on the
conference race, and hopefully with some good fall
weather, if you don't show
up, you don't like watching
football," Johnson said. "We
hope it will bring out a big
crowd."
Kickoff is set for 11:33
a .m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.

••

Murray State
fans needed
for Saturday
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Sat., Nov. 13th
Adelphia Stadium
Nashville, Tenn.
1:30 p.m.

I

Talk
jASON
BILLINGSLEY

Stop me if you've heard this
one: If there's one home football
game you should go to this year,
it's Saturday's home game ver- •
sus Eastern Kentucky.
'•
When a big game such as this '
one looms ahead, I try to write
with the vague hope students will
actua1ly give a damn and come to
the game. Usually for this to happen, though, some television
presence must be at the game.
Luckily, Fox Sports South ie
once again televising this contest.
You can dress up and go completely bonkers while taping the
game back at your place for nostalgia or blackmail purposes.
I agree with Coach Johnson on
his point that if you don't want to
go to the game or watch it on TV,
then you're probably not a football fan.
That's OK Just tell me what
happened on WWF wrestling, Pokemon1 and Dragonball Z •
because I will be at the game.
I know the game is early. I •
have to get up before 10 a.m. on
Saturday now too, but going to
this game will be worth it.
And if you go to Roy Stewart
Stadium or record the game
while at the volleyball game, you
can tell me to get a life. If I get
more than 10 responses to this, I
will know this was time well
spent.

Saturday
Roy Stewart
Stadium
11:30 a.m.
(Fox Sports South)
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Jason Billingsley is the sports editor for 'The Murray State News."

By Morgan Hardy
Assistant Sports Editor
The pieces just keep falling into
place.
With the Racers' 22-11 victory
last Saturday, Head Coach Denver Johnson and his players slide
one step closer to the elusive conference title.
J ustin Fuente moved into the
No. 2 spot on the a U-time passing
list with 5,183 passing yards in
fewer than two seasons.
"They're a tough defense and
we had to throw the ball," Fuente
said. "We had to throw the ball
downfield a couple of times to get
them to loosen up the defense
and we were able to make some
completions."
However, this victory did not
come without its losses.

of the team at the beginning of
the season.
"We're still trying to keep it
simple," McCray said. "Our kids
do better when then know what
to do and they do it with urgency.
We just started taking the work
upfield. As long as the quarter- .
back is moving his feet, we're
able to do our job,"
With a championship ring
within their grasp, the Racers'
defense, as well as morale, continues to improve weekly.
"Back when we were 1-3, it was
pretty hard around here," Tillman said. "We knew we had •
played a couple of bad teams,
made a few bad plays. But now,
the team is really confident, the
defense is playing great and I feel
we have a real chance of winning
the championship."

Beau Guest, strong safety and
a cornerstone of the Racer
defense, suffered a leg injury
early in the first half and is out
for this week.
Another problem the Racers
ran into was the rushing game.
Senior Jermaine Manning, who
bit the Samford Bulldogs for 199
yards two weeks ago, was stuffed
for 29 yards on 20 carries, less
than a yard and a half per carry.
"They were going to try to take
the run away from us," Johnson
said. "We tried to playaction
pass, tried to get the ball downfield. If you're going to stack the
deck against the run, we're going
to open up the passing lanes."
Defensive coordinator Randall
McCray was pleased with the
growing success of the defense,
considered to be the Achilles' heel

Lady Racers debut new offense
baskets."
However, the changes weren't
Assistant Sports Editor
enough to stop the Express, which beat
Although often overshadowed by the the Racers 79-72 in the Regional Spemen's team, the women's basketball cial Events Center.
Filling Watts' position this season
team hopes to stand in its own spotlight
will be Danielle Zimmerman, who was
this year.
When they played the Nashville redshirted last year for academic and
Freestyle Express in exhibition last physical reasons.
"Zimmerman did great," Lady Racer
Sunday, the Lady Racers unveiled a
new three-guard offense that is unique Head Coach Eddie Fields said. "She
really came out in the second half after
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
This change is partially in response we talked to her at halftime. She
to the loss of last year's OVC rebound grabbed some key rebounds for us in
leader Danelle Watts, who was expect- the second half.
ed to be a cornerstone of this year's
Zimmerman contributed seven
team. Watts left the team to pursue points and took down eight rebounds
academic efforts.
for the Lady Racers, who are a little
"I'm looking forward to the change for young in the middle.
the season," sophomore point guard
"That is our major concern this year
Kellie Shields said. "We're learning a is in the paint," Fields said. "We feel
lot. It's been going really smooth in our strength, however, is our guard
practice."
play in terms of quality and depth."
The revamped offense features the
Seven freshmen will join the squad
speed and mobility of the guards who this year, including two possible conwill play this year, including Shields, tributors in the post.
senior Heather Bates, a preseason 2nd
Jill Buckman, 6-foot-5 inch center,
team All-OVC selection, and sopho- and Socorro Dennis, 6-foot-1 inch formore Eniko Verebes.
ward, may possibly find playing time in
"It's much quicker," Verebes said. "It the Lady Racers' least experienced
By l aura Deaton/ The News helps us a lot. We've got three quick
~ition .
Susan Tacke tt gets tied up under the basket while guards and we're going to tire the other
This is part of Fields' effort to solve
shooting in the Lady Ra ce r's 79-721oss o n Sunday. team. We'll be able to score a lot of easy one of the team's traditional weakness-

By Morgan Hardy

es, depth.
One of the strongest positions will be
power forward. Junior Monika Gadson
returns from last year's performance,
in which she was the team's third-highest scorer and was third in the OVC in
rebounds.
Dennis will also compete for playing
time in this position, to which she
brings more than 100 blocks in her high
school career.
The team, which was slated sixth in
the OVC pre-season poll, intends to
beat the pollsters and build on last
year's fifth place finish. Fields said last
year was only part of a long-term
improvement plan involving recruitment and player retention .
"I think we're better than sixth,"
Shields said. "I think we're going to
surprise a lot of people."
Fields is very optimistic about the
coming season, which holds many
opportunities for the Lady Racers to
emerge at the head of the OVC pack.
"I think the keys for us will be how
quick we come together and how the
new players pick up on our system,"
Fields said. "'We are looking to pick up
where we ·left off last year. We've got
quite a few kids returning, and we feel
good with the players coming in who we
feel can contribute and keep us rolling."
\
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"We made a goal not to lose to
anyone twice," Wojinski said.
"We went out and played harder."
With a defeat over OVC foe
MTSU, Murray State then traveled to the Eblen Center in
Cookville, Tenn., to take on the
Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles.
The Racers opened the match
in a big way, taking game one
with a score of 15-8.
In game two, the Golden
Eagles fought back. Tech kept
the game close to the end, but
couldn't bold off the Racers as
Tech dropped game two 15-12.
In game three, the Racers continually lit up the scoreboard,
outscoring Tech by 12 points to
win game three 15-3.
Wood again led the attack
with 13 kills aided by 12 kills
each from sophomore Audrey
Nelson and senior Sarah Ernst.
Wojinski recorded 45 assists and
freshman Chrissy Dabbert had
a team high 13 defensive digs.
"We took them out of their
game," Ernst said. "'ur defense
and passing was awesome."
Coach David Schwepker took
pride in the OVC wins.
"We had a good weekend,"
Schwepker said. "Our big thing
this weekend was getting ready
to handle two matches in a row

Staff Writer

.. •. The Racers played three tough
: • matches last week against Middle Tennessee State, Tennessee
Tech and Southeast Missouri.
MSU defeated Middle and Tech
in three games each, before the
team fell to SEMO in three
~ games.
~ · The Racers were looking to
~ avenge the defeat received at
Lor home against MTSU. MSU
":.:- exploded in game one, outscor~: ::ing MTSU 12 points as the Rae·
~·: ers won game one 15-3.
•• After the explosive first game,
MTSU was looking to even the
•. match at one game each. The
Lady Raiders just couldn't deliv•• , er. The Racers went on to win a
·~,. close game two, 15-11.
MSU was now looking to do in
the Murphy Center what it didn't do in the North Gym; take
the match in three games. The
Racers cruised out of game three
with a score of 15-7.
Sophomore Jessica Wood led
the attack with 12 kills, aided by
27 assists from senior Mica
Wojinski. Rachael Neighbors led
the defensive effort with 16
defensive digs and three blocking assists.

...
i
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to be ready for the (OVC) tournament."
The Racers then traveled to
Cape Girardeau, Mo., to face the
SEMO Otahkians. MSU was
fresh off a five-game winning
streak and hoping to upset the
No. 1 ranked team in the OVC.
In game one, the Racers started slow. They kept the game
close but couldn't overcome the
SEMO attack. MSU fell in game
one 15-9.
In game two, the match started to fall apart for the Racers.
MSUfell to SEMO 15-7.
It was the same story in game
three. The Racers couldn't pull it
together and lost game three 15-

FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS
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Wood again led the attack
with 14 kills aided by 23 assists
from Wojinski and 12 assists
from Dabbert. Nelson and
Neighbors led t he defensive
effort with 10 defensive digs
each.
"Our focus right now is the
conference tournament and get·
ting better with each match,n
Schwepker said.
MSU will have to face OVC
opponents Morehead Friday at 7
p.m. and Eastern Kentucky Saturday at noon. Both matches
will be held in the newly refinished Racer Arena.
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Brian Howell/ The News

Cross country finishes third, sixth at OVC Championships
By J oe Dan Dacus

Brian Palmer led the team
with a 26:18.60 run, which
Staff Writer
gave him a seventh place fin·
Both the men's and women's ish. Brian Recktenwald fincross coWltry teams competed ished 15th with a time of
in the Ohio Valley Conference 27:21.93. Joe Davis came
Cross Country Championship in16th with a time of 27:31.78
and Jorge Tugnon rounded out
last weekend.
The men's team finished the Racer runners in 22nd with
third and the women's team a time of 27:50.40.
This gave MSU a score of 81.
finished sixth.
The met\1\,!'!..C!\F..~YKJ of Eastern Kentucky ~nished first
- an eight kilometer run. Murray with a score of 24, followed by
State had seven runners finish Eastern Illinois with a score of
in the top 30 out of a field of 71. 42.

The men's team's finish qualifies the Racers to run in the
regional championship.
"We ran well as a team,"
MSU runner Scott Chapman
said. "I'm very pleased with the
freshmen's performances. They
ran their hearts out."
Coach Bob Doty agreed.
"We feel very fortunate," he
said. "When we started out this
lea r, we figured we would be in
the top five. We had two or
three freshmen come around
and really help us."

Recktenwald
was
a lso
pleased with the team's efforts
this past year.
"A lot of guys stepped it up,"
Recktenwald said. "The team
has a good shot at doing even
better next year.
The women's team competed
in the five kilometer race. MSU
finished sixth, with one runner
making to the top 10.
"WAhNl ~ l1\~of problems this
year with •OUFAwomen because
Elizabeth Seal didn't get
through the clearinghouse

Wltil the fourth meet," Doty with 59.
Newlin's ninth place finish
said. "Lynn Carlisle got sick
for t he last three meets and she qualifies her to compete for the
was running second most of the regional championship.
time. So, finishing sixth, we felt
"I was pleased with my perpretty good about that."
formance," Newlin said. "Next
MSU runner Lindsey Newlin year we will be really strong
finished ninth out of a field of because we are only losing one
70 with a time of 19:02.82. The girl.n
women's team finished with a
The men's team and Newlin
score of 173.
are looking to perform strong in
,E~rn Kentuck¥ won thf. the nwional championship on
championship with a score of Nov. 13, while the ' rest of the
33 followed by SEMO, which track team will now shift its
had 48 and Eastern lllinois focus to indoor track events.

Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff

SENIOR SALUTE
DECEMBER ' 99
Tuesday, Nov. 9
Wednesday, Nov. 10
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COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

'
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Protect and display your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.

$48.95- $69.95

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation.
degree requirements and commencement exercises. A representative will
also be available to discuss the Master's Degree program.
Certificate of Appreciation
Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed certificate.

$15
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Class Ring Discounts
See the complete selection of Murray
State University Class Rings and
receive a discount if purchased during the
Senior Salute.

Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER

Diploma Frame

I

1Oa.m. - 6p.m.
1Oa.m. - 6p.m.

.............
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Envelope Seals
Elegant applique for
sealing announcement
inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your
graduating class. Available
in packages of 25.

$7

$6

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and
after graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and
why it is important to stay in touch with Murray State.

---

..>•_en,.

Personalized Announcements
The best way to announce to all those special
people. Your name, degree and major will be
pnnted in the actual text of your announcement.
along with the time und locauon of the graduation
ceremony. Available in packages of20.

$30

CAREER SERVICES: Come establish or update your placement file
with a Career Services Office representative. Infonnation about resume
preparation, interviewing, and job search techniques will be available.
Students may sign up for on-campus interviews and pick-up infonnation
about the Career Fairs. See job bulletins and on-campus job listings online at our website at campus.murraystate.edu/careerservices.htm.

Thank You Notes
Say thank you with these
elegant note cards. featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of 10.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order
your Personalized Graduation [nvitations & more! Then meet with our
Josten's Representative to order your Class Ring.

~~~

Cap, Gown & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $19.95 Master 's $23.95
Accessories
Bachelor's
Residential College Stoles $25
Honor Cords $8

University Store
I

Master 's
Hoods $54.95

...
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Murray State Racer volleyball returns to new Racer Arena floor
By Jason Billin gsley
Sports Editor
After playing most of their home schedule in the
North Gym of the Carr Health Building, the Murray State volleyball team will return this weekend
to a rejuvenated Racer Arena floor for their last
two home games.
A controversy began in October because many
fans and parents of the volleyball team felt the
floor should have been completed before school
started, as University officials had originally
promised.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison told "The Murray State News" in an Oct. 1 article the entire situation was a misunderstanding. Dennison said
Wednesday he is glad the repairs were done in
time for the final two games.
"It's good tO have the floor done for this weekend,
• with the special ceremonies (Family Night and
Senior Day) for volleyball," Dennison said. "This
new floor is really great in its condition and
• design."
Volleyball Head Coach David Schwepker echoed
Dennison's remarks.
"I know we have the best arena in the Ohio Valley Conference and it has to be one of the top arenas in the Midwest. if not the whole country,"
Schwepker said. "'t's the second largest facility in

the nation and now the floor is just incredible. Out
of the arenas and facilities we've seen this year,
ours beata them by far."
Jessica Wood, sophomore from Calahan, Colo.,
said she is excited about returning to Racer Arena.
"'think the O.oor looks totally awesome," Wood
said. 'Tm excited it's finally done. They got it done
pretty quickly· after they started in October. The
parents should be happy to see it. It's a really good
volleyball floor."
Trena Fish, sophomore from Champaign, lll.,
was also enthusiastic about Racer Arena.
"The floor looks great, beautiful," Fish said.
"Parents Weekend is always a big, emotional
weekend for the team, so it's good we have the
arena for that."
Wood said the facility will help with recruiting.
"''m sure it will make a difference because when
I was a freshman, it was really important to me to
have such a large arena to play in," Wood said.
"This is definitely a positive note for Murray State
to have such a quality facility for volleyball."
Tonight's game at 7 against Morehead State is
Family Night. A ceremony before the game ~
honor the families of all the volleyball players.
Saturday's game at noon is Senior Day, which
also includes a ceremony before the game to honor
the volleyball teams' four seniors: Sarah Ernst,
Rachel Kulp, Krista Shumard and Mica Wojinski.

By Ryan Brooks/The News

The floor now has lines marked for only vo lleyball and features new logos on the endllnes a nd ce nter court. The floo r repairs were started th is summer to clean up wate r that ran underneath the
floor and had warped It and conclude d W ednesday with the addit ion of the holes for the net pales.

GETTHEC4RD
GET THE SAiliNGS & MORE

ONLY AT KROGER!

2 Eggs with Toast or Rice- $1 .25 with Bacon or Hom- $2.50
Vegetable Omelet with Toast - $2.50
(Cheese/$3 or Meat/$3.50)
(Cheese and Meot/$3.75)
Pa ncakes or French Toast - $2.95 with Scrambled Eggs- $3.75
Fluffy White Rice or Oatmeal - $2.50

LU~CH

Need
a gift
for
Mom
&

Dad?

Family Pak
_..,...,_,
,

99

Asian Sti iy- $5.95
(Choice of Sauces) Lots of Vegetables
Vegetable or Meat
Tangy Thai Chicken and Vegetables- $5 .95
in Green Curry and Coconut Sauce
Carr
Served with Jasmine Rice
Da~ !'"'CJfs
•
Special So tp of the Day . •
''Y SPeciaz
Small- $1 .50 Medium -$3
- $3.95 ·
s

Give the gift
that
lasts all
year!
For only $15
you can have
The Murray
State News
delivered to
your parents for
a whole year! Call
762-4478 for more
information. ~
,,,,

.........
$
88

CHICKEN BREAST
Selected Varieties - Vac Pak Canned
(34 to D oz. can)

99

•

pound

each
WITH PLUS CARD

RIVERSIDE
TURKEYS

2~3
2~3

PICTSWEET
FAMILY SIZE
VEGETABLES

·-

10 ... and up

S.lecl.d Varietie• Frozen
NDUUM (32 O L bag)

(pound)

~3

TEXAS GOLD
ICE CREAM
......... Lit.

(half pllon ctn.)

WITH Pf.US CAIID

KROGER
MILK
Selected Varlet._
(half gallon ctn.)
WITH

~l.US

CAIID

MUGGlES
MEGA PACK DIAPEU
SUPREME -or- ULTR TRIM
{54 to 120 ct . pkg.)

WITH Pf.US CAitO

BIG K
SOFT

~~

Ei~$329
--

24

(12 oz. cons)

MCK

WITH Pf.US CAM

WI TH Pf.US CAIID

KELLOGG'S
CEREAL
Selected Varieties
(13.5 to 20 oz. pkg.)

FUJICALIFORNIA
APPLES

~99¢
pound
WITH PLUS CARD

WITH PLUS CARD

WITH PLUS CARD

1316 APR.f CAf
I

RUSSET POTATOES
U.S. No.1

2~5

WITH PLUS CARD

EXTRA SA IIINCS

sat. Nov. 6 •

Monkey Flnter
sat. Nov. t 1 • ·

Clarence Dobbins RIVIIW
sorry, -no inlnon.,... t:Jo pa. ...,_,

DRUMSTICKS
WINGS -or- THIGHS
.hMtloo .... Chick-

~79¢

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798

. ..~$299
,..,.,...

>•<! L"
''~/}~

WITH Pf.US CARD

PRODUCE SAiliNGS

.

FRESH BELL PEPPERS
O...n, ....

I IlYAN

,~OL ~98

....

WITH Pf.US CARD '

PORI( STEAKS
'-'ity ....

ra ~ ~49

WITH ~l.US CAIID

••••"rt L1A~•,.,.......,..

_.o..w

DJ

WITH Pf.US CARD

.JUICY .JUMBOS

OlJNITnY~~R'VlD
,.,.. tou utoOI ... &IIG ~

MURRAY, KY

....ssgg
3 ••

HONI'f G&ADD 5PKIAI. TIIM

MASH
SPIRAL SLICED HAM

,....,

WRIGHT'S BACON

WITH PLUS CARD

Dil

WITH Pf.US CAM

WITH Pf.US CARD

WITH Pf.US CAIID
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College women in first place after victory over Regep.ts

By William Gord on
Contributing Writer
The Hart College women's
intr a mural flag football team
posted three touchdowns in
the fina l minute of play to
defeat Regents College 32-16
in Tuesday night's game.
Both tea ms were undefeated
ent ering the contest .
Hart's main challenge was
containing the scrambling
Re gents quarterback, Willie
May Lindsey.
Hart scored on an option
play during its first drive and

led 8-0 before Lindsey completed her first pass to Shanta
Hunt on the third Regents possession.
"We really have good team
speed, and you want that with
the option," Hart Assistant
Coach Alan Baker said.
Lindsey threw two more
ident ical passes to Hunt on
that drive, but Regents faltered, turning the ball over on
the Hart two-yard line.
However, Regents turned
that turnover into a score as it
pushed Hart back into the end
zone for a safety. The safety
was the only Regents score of

the first half.
Regents grasped opportunity
in the second half. With Hart
close to a score early in the
half, Christina Napper intercepted a Melanie Blandford
pass in the Regents end zone.
Lindsey took over on the
Hart 20-yard line and led
Regents to the Hart five-yard
line on four completions.
Lindsey scored on a quarterback keep to tie the game at 88. Regents made the two point
convers ion and took the lead
10-8.
Regents forced Hart to punt
after three downs on its next

possession and took the ball
near its own 20.
Lindsey found Hunt on a
five-yard slant over the middle
and Hunt did the rest, running
for 55 yards of a 60-yard
touchdown pass. Hart led 16-8.
Hart scored right away on its
next possession with a Melanie
Blandfor d touchdown strike to
move Hart within two at 1614.
After forcing a Regents punt
with 1:25 left in the game,
Hart moved from the Regents
35 into the end zone on an
option to take the lead at 2016.

Lindsey made a long pass sey's passing attack by
a tte mpt u nder pressure on the "switching to man-up defense
next Regents drive. Har t's instead of zone," he said .
Heather Hill inter cepted the
Lindsey, however, somepass at midfield and ran it times exploited Hart's soft-inback for a touchdown a nd a 26- t he-middle zone defense, connecting on numerous attempts
16lead.
Another ineffective set of to the Uliddle of the fie ld.
Regents downs allowed Hart
Regents Head Coach Eric
one more possession. Melanie Espey was putting his team's
Blandfor d connected with first loss out of mind.
Heather Hill in the end zone
"We lost fair and square," he
as time expired, giving Hart a said.
Said Espey: "Our last
32-16 win.
"My girls worked hard and minute fall otT was just nerves.
played well," Hart Head Coach We're ready to keep playing
and there's still going to be a
James Strickland said.
Hart was able to stop Lind- tournament."

Rowing opens competition Golf teams finish season
five of the 18 freshmen, but
McMonigle hopes the team will
be at full strength for this weekThe Murray State Women's end's races in Georgia.
11
It's a big frustration,"
Rowing Team opened its second
varsity season Oct. 23 at the McMonigle said. "These girls
Head of the Tennessee Regatta have worked very bard and put
in all their practice time, but it
in Knoxville.
The va rsity team placed 7th of goes for naught. Until they are
11 collegiate teams with a time of cleared by the NCAA they can't
19 minutes, 35.18 seconds. The travel or compete with the rest of
novice team finished 7th out of us."
Although the number on the
17 teams. Its time was 21:50.64.
Head Coach Kelly McMonigle squad is up from 15 last year to
said she was pleased with Mur- 33 this year, she wants to get
ray State's showing in Knoxville. more women involved.
"Since we have no funds or
"Rowing is a 100 percent offenscholarships
we greatly rely on
sive sport," McMonigle said. "You
our
on-campus
recruiting,"
go at it the best you can with the
McMonigle
said.
''I've
talked with
fastest time winning. Our races
at
local
high
schools
and
athletes
went great. We looked very powto
everyone
during
summer
orierful in Knoxville."
This race only included nine entation, trying to get word out
varsity nnd nine freshmen row- and provoke interest."
This weekend the women travers. The NCAA has yet to clear

By Tim Alsobrooks
Contributing Writer
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The women yielded considerably more suc-

Staff Report

c:eu at the Stone Linb Coun.by Club in North
Little
Rock, Ark. The~ 72, 6,047-yard course
Both golf teams closed out their competition
played
havoc w'itb MVeral of the Lady Racers'
season ~ 18 and 19, and both teams suft"etecl
fin8l
round
scorea. with three of the five golfers
disapJX)in~ finishes.
bavit)g
their
worst places in the third round.
The men placed 17th at the LoWavi1Je InterWIIIMDflin ~ home the team title with a
collegiate and the women placed 11th at tba
IICOI'e of904. 1D a .6ald wbidl held no OVC comBale CbevroJet..Honda Invitational
The men, whO taced an l S.team ~ld at the pet:iton', the Lad.J Raeen eoored a 954.
8eDier Jelliea Widman hd another stellar
Persimmon Ridp Golf Cour.se in Louiaville,
4a:J,
p)adnc thJnl in lbe '19-&olfer field with her
shot a 626 over the t.wo-round mee~ phu:iJWl6
~
...,. Of 224. !Wd leader Allie
shots behind Utb plaee Manball aDd 33
Bloinquiat
Of W'UICOD8ia scored only eight
behind field leader Notre Dame.
lttokea
abe84
otWiclmU with a score of 2 16.
Ohio Valley Conference ~~tioil toe1udea
~ La,cJ8 Racer . _ included senior
Westem .KentUcky and Eutem Kentt,d;y, whO
scored 596 and 820, nwpec:tively. Weaem was JennJ Daag, who placed 40th with a 239 and
second, only two strokee behind Notre llaaae.
~ llepn. 'Reel who W for 50th with
Leading the Ul9D wu junior Jeremy a242.
Grant.ha.n'l. who tHd for 14th in the 90-man
The men's next meet wiD be the New Orleans
field with hila Score of150. Other 'nOtable Racer lnt.ettDllegii~ in New Orleans March 5 to 7.
scorers "Mn junior Michael Calef and fresh~ The women'• 88UOil opens at the Jaebonville
man Brandon HeD80D, Who plaa!cl 45th and State :mmattooaJ Ged.tdeft, Ala.,
March

m

54th. respectively.

on

2Gand21.

Classifieds

PERSONALS
THAN!\.~

el to Gainesville, Ga., where they
will race Saturday and Sunday
on Lake Lanier, where most of
the races during the 1996
Olympics were held.
MSU has 3 of the 450 registered boats that will be at the
competition. About 30 collegiate
teams and clubs will compete
this weekend in Georgia.
Although it is rare for the girls
to race twice in one weekend,
fatigue shouldn't be a factor. The
novice team will have 24 hours
between the two races and the
varsity should have about 18.
"One of my goals is for them to
fmish the race with nothing left,"
McMonigle said. "I want them to
know they've worked their hardest with no regrets or excuses on
how they ended up. We need to
push hard and stay mentally
strong."
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meeting Sept. 17, when tuition
issues were tabled. Murray
State is the last state university in Kentucky to set tuition
for the upcoming academic
years.
"This is a public university,
and most of our appropriations
should come from the state
rightly," Kirkham said.
Kirkham said the state is not
funding the University at the
level it should, especially in
light of Gov. Paul Patton's
description of the University as
a "jewel."
"He says we are a jewel in
the state," Kirkham said. "1
agree with him. I can't keep
from thinking if we are a jewel
in the state, then we wouldn't
have to increase tuition 7.5
percent."
The increase is necessary to
make provisions for revenue,
allow salary increases and
make the University competitive with other regional univer-

sities, Alexander said.
"We have a responsibility,
and we know that and what it
is," Board Chair Sid Easley
said. "We need to uphold the
quality of the school."
Discussion after the vote
emphasized
competition
among state institutions and
other universities in the area.
Western Kentucky University
will raise its tuition 6.4 percent, and Eastern Kentucky
University's
tuition
will
increase 7.5 percent.
..We are talking about the
total quality," Easley said. "It
is about keeping up with the
,Joneses, one. And two, being
better than the Joneses."
Regent Mike Miller, who is
Marshall County's judge-executive, compared the tuition
increase to a county lax
increase. He said it was important to keep in mind the effects
it will have on the students,
but stilJ do what is necessary to
maintain academic excellence.
The
agenda
originally
showed there would be a vote
on the removal of a tuition cap.

One proposed option was to
charge students an hourly rate
for classes beyond a specified
numbers of hours. After
Kirkham voiced his concern to
fellow regents, the item was
removed from the agenda.
Kirkham said there are programs, such as music education, that require students to
take more that 15 hours per
semester if they want to graduate in four years.
There are also extracurricular activities, such as wind
ensemble, Student Ambassadors and fall orientation
leadership, that require students to take classes beyond
what they would normally
take.
"It would punish students
who wanted to graduate in four
years," Kirkham said. "It
would make students pay extra
money to help the University."
The regents also agreed to
hold off deciding on differentiation between graduate and
undergraduate tuition until a
ratio used by competing
schools can be studied.

of holding the concert in Racer Kirkham believes should not be
Arena, which would have kept overlooked. MSU had a spot in
Continued from Page 1
expenses down. However, prob- "Rolling Stone," "Pollstar," on
lems with Racer Arena's Ooor MTV promotional spots and in
sales totaled $36,040.
forced
the concert to relocate to several local newspapers.
The only other income SGA
RSEC.
"People at MTV and with the
receives from the event is 15
"'rhe ticket prices were based bands were impressed with the
percent of all merchandise sold
on us having the concert in way the event was run," Morduring the day.
Racer Arena. but we did not gan said. "Everyone likes to
Student Activities Coordinawant to raise the cost after we come here because the students
tor Jeanie Morgan said it cost a
learned we had to move it," she enjoy the concerts and people
flat sum of $45,000 to bring
said. "It was important for us to
MTV to campus. However, give students a chance to see are friendly. We are .getting a
good reputation."
Morgan !'laid several other the show at a low price."
The question that lingers is
expenses, such as promoters,
Morgan said MTV personnel
stagehands, catering and told her every campus on the whether a big concert or event
advertising, added up to raise tour has lost at least $20,000 can be successful financially as
well. Lowe is optimistic about
the overall cost.
thus far.
the prospects.
"People don't understand
SGA Vice President Kevin
"RSEC is a large place with a
some of the fees we have to Lowe said it is unfortunate the
tough
fill, but we can do it and
account for," Morgan said. "For concert lost money, 'but he said
are
willing
to take a risk," he
example, towel rental cost us SGA had money in the budget
said.
$249.78. If any of the band to spend. He said the loss will
members were to take towels not hamper SGA from putting
Kirkham said the event was
with them on the bus after the on more programs throughout a positive experience and
should be chalked up as a win.
show, it would cost us much the rest of the academic year.
more than that."
,
" •'f:he -~ publicityol and connec- •"' SaidJ<.irkham; "Not everyMorgan said when MTV was tlons MTV brought to Murray thing should be measured by
booked, SGA had the intention arc two aspects of the tour money."

SGA

L AWSUIT
Continued from Page 1
coming to VarsityBooks.com,
means better· prices and more
convenience. It is disappointing that NACS would bring
this baseless action. We're not
trying to hurt anyone. We're
just trying to bring more choices to college students."
Local booksellers support the
NACS' action.
''1 believe NACS is doing the
right thing," Jack Vaughn,
director of the University
Store, said. "AB long as the

playing field is level, I don't
have a problem with them.
When they start advertising
prices that we can't even make
cost on, though, I'm concerned.
rm afraid that the publishers
are not making that level playing field."
A survey conducted by
Vaughn and the University
Store of online textbook sellers
Amazon.com, EFollette.com,
ECampus and BigWords.com
showed the University store's
prices were consistently lower
than the online sellers',
Vaughn said.
Bob Bradley, owner of

type of person who wants to do right at me," Harpole said as
it and do it right.
tears streamed down her rosy
Alberta
Underhill,
Harpole's
pink cheeks ...The Lor d saved ·
Continued from Page 1
crew leader, has worked with my soul that day. I think that's
"Dorothy Day."
Harpole for five years and has the reason I'm such a happy
"I thought that Dorothy
enjoyed each year tremendous- person."
deserved a special day just for
ly. She said Harpole is a great
In Harpole's spare time, she
her," Maras said. "She does so
person to work with, and that enjoys going to craft shows and
much for us, and I just wanted
she takes great pride in her listening to Alan Jackson's
to give her something back."
work. However, Harpole is not country music and Elvis PresOn "Dorothy Day" each
just a fellow co-worker to ley's gospel music with her
floor's bulletin board is decoUnderhill. Underhill said Har- husband, Larry. She said she
rated like a huge thank you
pole is definitely one of her and her husband are always
card and is signed by all of the
best friends.
together.
residents on the floor. Also, a
"She's a Christian," Under"When there's one, th ere's
long stemmed rose is placed on
hill said. "And when you have two," Harpole said. "Wherever
all 10 floors. The lobby is also
a problem, she understands."
he goes, I go. We're always
decorated in honor of the occaUnderhill
knows
this doing something together."
sion.
because she confided in HarIn about two years she'll
Harpole said the main reapole during one of the hardest have even more time to spend
son she is such a hard worker
times in her life when she with her husband and grandis because she was born workfound out she h ad breast can- daughters; she'll be retired.
ing. Harpole spent most of her
cer.
She hopes then she'll be able to
teenage years working on a
"She really helped me when I visit her relatives and lose a
farm and in the kitchen with
found out," Underhill said. "It few more pounds.
her mother. Harpole and her
"I've lost about 30 pounds
was a real blow and she lifted
husband, Larry, who she has
my spirits when I needed it. and my husband has lost 100
been married to for 34 years,
So, it's obvious why I think pounds," Harpole said. "I like
also owned and worked on a
Dorothy is such a great per- to say he's lost 10 bags of 10
dairy farm.
son.''
pound sugar."
"I'd have to be at the barn at
The main reason Harpole
Yet, Harpole still manages to
4 a.m. every morning," Har- stays so positive, not only sneak in a few cream-filled
pole said. "We'd be done with about her job, but also about long john doughnuts with her
clean up and m ilking by 7:30 life, is her belief in God. In frie nd Alberta on their 9:30
a.m. We had about 50 calves fact, Harpole remembers the a.m. break.
and 60 dairy cows, so it was exact day when she felt the
"My husband wouldn't dare
real hard work. Then I'd go Lord come into her life. It was eat something like this," Harback to the house and finish all Feb. 12, 1972. She was sitting pole said, munching on the
of my chores, and by 4 p.m. we in church with her husband, flaky doughnut.
would start all over again."
and she felt like something
However, even 30 pounds
Harpole admits she ewoys was missing.
Jigl],ter, she hasn't lost any of
the har d work. She said that if
"The preacher one Sunday her sweetness. She'll never
there is a job to do, she's the looked like he was pointing lose her bright , wide smile.

HARPOLE
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Selection of Sterling Silver in the Area.

Engagement Ring Consultation and Custom Design.
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24-hour Engraving Service for Fraternities & Sororities.
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Extra Toppings Additional Charge
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with Garlic Bread

Latest Styles of Fossil, Seiko, Pulsar, and Citizen
watches up to 25% off.
Excellent Repair Service.
Best Prices and Service on Gold, Silver, and Diamonds.

Extra Toppings Additional Charge

The Gold Rush Jewelers
Suite #10
Olympic Plaza, Murray
753-1968

8

3.49

Bradley Book Company, said
he also supports the lawsuit.
"I had already called my representatives about their (VarsityBooks.com's)
pricing,"
Bradley said. "Once we got to
checking into it, we found that
the 40 percent discount was
not the case. We had actually
considered them a source.
When we found something that
they had cheaper than either
Bradley or the bookstore, we
found it was out of stock."
Said Bradley: "It's easy to tell
someone a low price when you
don't have it and you know you
won't have it."

GEMS • GOLD • SILVER

Blnch
Cheese Pizza

3.49

17

Medium Spaghetti
Dinner with Garlic: Bread
&Garden FRESH SALAD

8

4.39
Garth Tidwell • Certified Master Jeweler
Ami Romero • Sales Associate
Jill Collignon • Sales Associate

1

-..
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Accepting the Pacemaker are (from left) Donald Lawson, jennifer Sacharnoski, Morgan Hardy,
Brandi Williams, jason Billingsley, Tara Shelby, joe Hedges and Melissa Stoneberger.

THE MURRAY STATE

National Pacemaker Winner
For the second consecutive year, "The Mt1rray State News" was
named one of the Top 12 college newspapers in the country by
the Associated Collegiate Press and the Newspaper Association of
America Foundation at the National College Media Convention in
·
Atlanta, Ga., on Oct. 30, 1999.

Continue the tradition!
-Joe Hedges
Adviser
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